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P R E F A C E #
The problems which form the subject matter of this 
thesis are all concerned with the calculation of the stress 
set up in a two-dimensional elastic medium hy the application 
of external applied forces, both statical and dynamical, 
considered as boundary value problems in the mathematical 
theory of elasticity. The solutions of the partial 
differential equations involved are obtained by using 
Fourier integral transform theory. This method of approach 
which has been used recently by Sneddon (31_) to obtain the 
solutions of a number of problems in elasticity, is direct and 
yields formal solutions with general types of applied force 
from which the solutions to problems with special forms of 
loading may be deduced.
Part X is an account of those parts of the general 
mathematical theory of elasticity of which use is 
subsequently made, as well as a statement of some theorems and 
results from the theory of integral transforms. In Parts 
II and III formal solutions are derived for t he problems of an 
infinite two-dimensional elastic medium with fiorces applied to 
its interior, and of the semi-infinite elastic solid and
infinite elastic strip with boundary loading. While the
results obtained are not new there are certain novel features 
in the method of solution* These general results are applied 
in Part IV to the case of forces applied to the interior of a 
semi-infinite elastic solid and the solution is obtained for 
a more general problem of this type than that considered 
previously by Sneddon (2-# ) *
The methods employed in Parts II and III are extended 
in Parts V and VI to problems in which the applied forces 
vary with time and among the special cases considered are some 
new solutions. In particular the problem of an impulsive 
force applied to the interior of an infinite two-dimensional 
elastic medium, and of applied forces moving with uniform 
velocity do not appear to have been dealt with previously, 
numerical calculations have been made at various points to 
illustrate effects which appear to have some practical interest.
Fourier transforms can also be used in problems 
involving circular symmetry and while there are many interesting 
applications of this type of problem it has not been found 
possible at this stage to do more than give the analysis of a 
few problems and this forms the substance of Parts VII and VIII.
I should like to express my thanks to Professor
I.N. Sneddon who suggested these problems to me as a subject of 
study and with whom I had many valuable conversations, and to
Professor R.o* Street under whose supervision the work was
carried out.
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PART I,
THE MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF ELASTICITY.
X. THE MATHEMATICAL THEORY-OF ELASTICITY.
ltl Historical resume. •,
A knowledge of the behaviour of a solid body when 
acted upon by externally applied forces is of paramount 
importance in the design of engineering structures since the 
strength of the structure is dependent uioon the resistance 
to rupture of the material comprising it. The realisation of 
this fact provided the impetus for an investigation into the 
strength of materials, one outcome of which was the formulation 
of the mathematical theory of elasticity. Technical advance 
was not however the sole stimulus for the subsequent 
development and much progress resulted from the academic urge 
shown during the golden age of mathematical physics to obtain 
an-understanding of the material universe.
The first mathematician to concern himself with the 
problem of the strength of materials was Galileo when in 
1638 he attempted to determine the effects of loading a beam 
one end of which was built into a wall. He did not consider the 
beam to be elastic since he had not the conception of 
displacement, but his work was the beginning of an investigation
subsequently pursued by most of the great mathematical 
physicists. The experimental work of Hooke, circa 1678 
and later by Young in 1807 and the theoretical work of 
Navier, Euler, Bernoulli and Cauchy culminated in the 
formulation by Cauchy in 1820 of the equations of elasticity.
After this Cauchy, Clapeyron, Green and Kelvin, to mention 
only the greatest, applied the general theory to particular 
problems, greatest effort being directed towards obtaining 
solutions of the equations of equilibrium. Dynamical problems 
were not, however, entirely neglected and many problems relating 
to the free vibrations of elastic bodies were considered.
Poisson deduced from the equations of motion that a disturbance 
would be transmitted, through an isotropic elastic medium by 
two kinds of waves, waves of irrotational dilation, and waves of 
equivoluminal rotation, each type travelling with a different 
velocity. Dynamical problems however did not receive the 
same extensive treatment as statical problems, due no doubt to 
the fact that the additional independent variable in the equations 
of motion renders their solution more recondite.
Attention has also been given to problems in 
aeolotropic elasticity, but the complex nature of the equations 
involved makes the analysis extremely difficult.
In recent years attention has been foc.ussed mainly 
on the development of methods of solving the equations of 
equilibrium and on the formulation of a mathematical theory of 
plasticity which will account of the behaviour of materials 
stressed beyond the elastic limit.
1»2 Specification of stress and displacement.
A solid "body acted upon "by externally applied forces 
may "be considered to foe rigid, elastic, or plastic* A rigid 
foody is one in which there is no relative movement "between the 
elements comprising the foody. In an elastic foody there is 
relative movement within the foody "but of a reversifole nature 
so that when the forces producing the deformation are removed 
the foody returns to its original configuration. This is not 
the case in a plastic medium; there the material does not return 
to its original state "but is permanently deformed,. In the 
problems considered here we assume perfect elasticity. This 
assumes that we neglect translational motion of the foody as a 
whole, and that the applied forces are not great enough to 
produce plastic flow.
An elastic foody when deformed foy external forces is 
said to foe in a state of stress, the stress "being specified at 
every point in the foody foy the stress tensor S., If we refer 
a point p in the foody to the rectangular Cartesian axes 
OX, QY, 02 foy means of the co-ordinates (x,y,z) then the stress 
S may foe denoted foy
% 'n* J <1-2-0
V v* /
where 0^ is the normal stress at p across a plane perpendicular
to the axis OX, and is the shearing stress across this plane 
in the direction of OY. Similar interpretations can he
given to the other components. It may readily he shorn that 
the tensor is symmetric,
Associated with this tensor is the displacement vector
where u,v and w are the components in the directions of the 
co-ordinate axes. It is sometimes convenient to specify the 
deformation hy the strain tensor E given in this case hy
\^A.
where is the unit elongation in the direction OX' and
a measure of the angular distortion ahout OZ 
of a plane perpendicular to OZ.
1*3 The equations of elasticity.
The experimental work of Hooke led to the enunciation
in 1660 of Hooke*s law which states that in an elastic hody
in a state of pure tension the stress is proportional to the
strain within the elastic limits. This led to the 
assumption in the mathematical theory that, in general, the
scomponents of stress were linear functions of the components 
of strain.’ Subsequent work showed that for an isotropic 
medium only two elastic sonstants were involved, so that the 
stress-*strain relations can he Yrritten in the form
where is the dilation defined hy
^  ^  Hzi
and and^A are the Lame elastic constants. In practical 
applications it is more usual to use two other constants, 
namely E, Young*s modulus and (T , Poisson*s ration, related to 
the Lame constants hy means of the equations
X = CTE ii — E 0-32l)
*  O+oXi-icr) 3 A 2-0 +V)
A further set of equations, the equations of motion,
may he obtained hy considering the motion of a small element of 
an elastic hody in a state of stress due to applied forces which
vary with time. If the forces are independent of time, so
that the problem is statical, we consider the equilibrium 
of the element and obtain the equations of equilibrium.
If we assume a body force (X,Y,&) per unit mass acting 
throughout an elastic medium of density j? it is readily 
shown (’2.1) that the equations of motion are
^ ^ O ^  =r p QtX.
^ X  ^  » \
and the equations of equilibrium (1 *34) &ne obtained by 
equatin;g the left-hand side of these equations to zero.
If the elastic medium is bounded,then in order 
that equilibrium be maintained at the surface, the surface 
force per unit area at a point on the boundary must equal 
the internal stress at that point. This requirement
gives rise to the boundary conditions.
Two-dimensional stress systems.
There are two types of two-dimensional problem in 
elasticity, plane strain and plane stress. If. we assume
that the body extends indefinitely in both directions 
perpendicular to the xy-plane, and that the applied forces 
are uniformly distributed through-out the body in this 
direction, then all planes parallel to the xy-plane before 
deformation remain parallel after deformation,, so that 
w = Q, and u and v do not vary with s. The stress-strain 
relations then become
v = °
and if we assume furthermore that the component of body force 
Z is zero, then the equations of motion become
^  ’ss f V  * ^^ + ^8 +• tx  ^^ =o
so that the stress and displacement are completely determined 
when (Tk, (^ } T^y , u, and v are known. A similar set of 
equations (l’l43) are obtained for the equations of 
equilibrium by equating the left-hand sides of (1*2A) to zero.
8If on^ the othsr hand we assume that the body is 
a plate parallel to the xy-plane, then we may assume that 
J^i > 3 anc3- are zero* Prom the stress-strain relations
we have
0 = X(3x + + ^ T  ^  (lA4)
so that when we substitute for ^ -^from (l»4U) into the 
remaining relations in (1 *^1) we get
<r*-
where A = • Tlle equations of motion are the same as
for plane * strain.
We shall assume, therefore, that the problems 
considered here satisfy the conditions for plane strain. The 
solution for the corresponding problem in plane stress may 
readily be obtained by substituting X for A in the solution.
1*5 Circular symmetry*
When dealing with a solid of revolution it is more
convenient to empty the cylindrical polar co-ordinates 
(r, 0 , z), to specify a point in the medium, the axis of 
symmetry "being taken as the axis OZ* The stress tensor in 
this case' is given "by
where CJJ is the normal stress at a point across a plane perpen­
dicular to the radius vector through the point, and T^is the
vector across a plane passing through the point and the 
axis OZ. Similar interpretations may "be given to the other 
components*
If U,V, and w denote the components of the displacement 
vector in the directions of r, 0 , and z then we have
and it may readily "be shown (&b that the strain tensor is given "by
shearing stress at the point in the direction of the radius
-D =(U,V,u>)
f o
The stress-strain relations in this case are
^ / n v - Y - n i i ) .  . <•*>
where &  ~ ^  v  ■*"
In the particular problems dealt with here, we shall 
he concerned with deformation produced hy forces applied 
symmetrically with respect to the axis of symmetry, so that 
Y =s O' and 4- = 0. Equations (1*53) then reduce to
> <**•- * 0 8  * ¥ * % )  +y Y >
= * C W  + ^  ^  * (t.rA-)
r r  — i x ( Akt-V-AjJ\ / y
L*x"Y*V. ^  7yL) > \'*Q '“©z = O
so that the problem is a two—dimensional one in the sense 
that only two space co-ordinates are involved in the 
equations.
I!
The equations of motion are given "by (ai)
^  + =  ^
d-5€)
4- 13*. +- 4- P V- - P i
to -^z. * V ' n ;
where R and z are the components of "body-force per unit mass j
in the directions of r and z respectively and p is the density 
of the material. The equations of equilibrium in this 
co-ordinate system (1*5 6) are obtained as before, by equating 
the left-hand side of these equations to zero.
In the problems considered here the applied forces 
will be applied symmetrically to the surfaces of circular cylinders 
whose axis is the z—axis*
*Til) ft gq
1»6 Methods of solution.
Fundamentally, the problem of determining the slate of 
stress is an elastic body due to applied forces, is one of 
finding analytical functions for the components of stress and 
displacement which satisfy the equations of equilibrium in the 
case of statical problems and the equations of motion in the 
case of dynamical problems along with the boundary conditions, and 
which give the appropriate stress resultants around any force 
nuclei within the body. It may be shown that such a solution 
is unique.
The first solutions of special problems were obtained by 
taking particular solutions of the equations of equilibrium; 
solutions of more complicated problems were obtained by taking 
a series of solutions of the fundamental type, and determining 
the constants of the series so as to satisfy the prescribed 
boundary conditions,
A further development in two-dimensional problems came 
in the introduction by Airy ( X ) of a single function, in terms 
of which the stress components could be expressed as second 
derivatives and which was itself a solution of the biharmonic 
equation, The function is analagous to the potential function 
of classical hydrodynamical and electrical theory, but due to 
the fact that the biha.rmonic function is of a more complicated 
nature than Laplace’s equation, the same extensive results as
were obtained in other branches of mathematical physics 
were not forthcoming in elasticity. However, by 
choosing the appropriate form of stress function, many 
special problems were solved by this method; in particular, 
polynomial solutions of the biharmonic equation give 
certain stress distributions in rectangular plates. The 
stress distribution in rectangular beams under various forms 
of loading were obtained by choosing an elementary solution 
of trigonometric form and forming a series of such solutions.
The success which attended the application of 
complex variable theory to two-dimensional problems in 
hydrodynamics and allied subjects, led several writers to 
consider the possibility of a similar approach to statical 
problems in two-dimensional elasticity. The earliest 
methods developed were restricted in their application for 
various reasons but recently Stevenson (35) and G-reen (lo) 
have produced methods which, although differing from one 
another in detain, have overcome many of the difficulties 
inherent in the original methods. In particular, by means 
of eonformal transformations, a much wider class of problem 
becomes tractable.. These methods are, however, restricted to 
two-dimensional problems, and while they constitute a great 
advance, their application calls for a great deal of 
mathematical intuition, particularly in the more complicated 
problems, solutions of which are constructed by a synthesis of 
elementary solutions. In fact, much of the difficulty with
problems in elasticity is due to the lack of a direct 
approach; each special problem calling for a high degree of 
intuitive reasoning.
difficulty to some extent in several papers on which he 
employs integral transforms to solve the partial differential 
equations involved and so obtains solutions which have a 
higher degree of generality, than those obtained previously 
and obtains them in a more direct fashion. The essence of 
the method is the well-known property of integral transforms 
which will reduce the number of independent variables in a 
partial differential equation by unity, provided the variable 
being removed is defined throughout the range -oo to +0 0,
Thus if these conditions are satisfied, a partial differential 
equation in two variables may be reduced to an ordinary 
differential equation, For example, if we multiply
by expi^x and integrate with respect to x over the 
range -0 0 to +0 0, assuming that ^  e' , and £ vanish
at both limits of integration, we find that
Sneddon (32.) has succeeded in overcoming this
Thus if we multiply the partial differential equation
by expi^x and integrate over the entire range of the variable, 
we obtain
( I j - 0 U )
where we have written
ao
_o
This is now an ordinary differential equation whose solution 
may be written down immediately as
?U,y) = A($} * e*H (j.ts)
V^ iere A and B are arbitrary functions of £ , which may be chosen 
so as to satisfy certain prescribed conditions. The required 
solution of (1*61) then follows by inverting (1 *63) using 
Fourier*s inversion theorem
In some cases when more than one variable is defined 
over the range -oo to +00, a multiple transform may be used?
For example, if we consider the equation
(S-+%-■) ^  m
and multiply both sides of the equation by exp i ('$x+*|g )
and integrate over the entire xy-plane, the equation 
reduces to the ordinary algebraic equation
- r e * * )
where we have written
«O oO
and
T(.Vl) =
Solving for-P(^)and applying Fourier’s inversion theorem 
for two-dimensional transforms
e L
_4*Ju
we obtain a formal solution of (1.64) in the form of the 
double integral
which thus yields a solution provided the integral is 
convergent
Use has been made of Hahkrel (32.) and Mellin (3 (0 ) 
transforms as well as Fourier transforms to solve problems
in elasticity, the nature of the problem and the co-ordinate 
system used determining the form of the kernel used. This
may with equal facility be applied to three dimensional 
problems, The method has also been applied to problems 
in which the applied forces vary with time and we shall 
consider some two-dimensional problems of this type in the 
later sections of this work.
1*7 Fourier integral transform theory.
It will be convenient at this stage to state some
theorems associated with Fourier integral transforms of which 
frequent use will be made in the subsequent sections.
) is the Fourier transform of ft x), and the theorem as
approach is not restricted to two-dimensional elasticity but
Theorem. If’f (? ) is defined by the integral
then
(i)
stated is the inversion theorem for Fourier transforms In
this form the theorem includes as special cases the Fourier
*
cosine and Fourier sine transforms. QjST)
*(3s) p $~
IS
•;'/e shall also matte use o.f the theorem in the 
following form
Theorem If f(x) = 0, for x < 0 5 and^ is complex with a 
positive imaginary partythen
0O
-  , (
d%-
and
f \ ?(®  1 ' hr)
-0D4-U
where "JT is xjositive. (35” }
Theorem, If f(?) and g «) are the Fourier transforms of f(x)
and g(x) then
This iS the faltung theorem for Fourier transforms (3fiT)
Theorems I and III may he extended to functions of several
variables (35") in which case we have
Theorem If f (M..—  is defined by the relation
, T T  n '<?,*,+ - -
? I W - O  = ( & ) *  ^ .............. * 0  e <**,- -c#^.
_«6
then
- x A  =  ^ ( -   (fit)
and the n-dirnensional analogue of (ill) is 
(35) jp.SO
Theorem If f and S a^e n-dimensional
Fourier transforms of f(%,,Xaj and gCXvpow—  "*v), then
—■ 90
/ t X — • / x W --
■? 9 e Gretas* — ■ d %
_c6
0t>
'  °M 3**»--• --•»**-*4 ^w%--
foO —
A function of which we shall make a great deal of use 
is the Dirac S-funetion defined "by
SC*) = O  , X ^  o
= 1 , X = o
and we shall state here some results relating to $(x)
(l-T)
qO
i f (?) ?(*) c*x = -£(o) 
Jo
CO 
\
(SL)
#(?) • g(x-o)dx = ^ 0*) 
tl^X
e <*l - ®r€(t)
j:^ 6
Two further results which will have application are?-
SO oo
f -/v
\ f W e .  g*X - 2. \ #(^C©s^x dhc..
if f(x) is an even function of x, and
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AN INFINITE TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELASTIC MEDIUM,
2*1 Introduction.
The determination of the stress in an infinite 
elastic medium due to a point force applied to the interior 
is a classical problem in the theory of elasticity, and the
+V*e
solution oftwo-dimensional analogue of this problem has been 
obtained by various methods. Complex variable theory readily 
yields the solution through the correspondence of the point force 
to a singularity of the potential function from which the stress 
distribution is derived.
In this section we shall employ the two-dimensional 
Fourier transform to obtain a general solution of the equations 
of equilibrium, applicable to an infinite two-dimensional medium 
with forces applied to its interior and as special cases of the 
general solution we shall consider the stress distribution due 
to a point force acting at the origin and to a force uniformly 
distributed along a line.
2*2 Solution of the equations of equilibrium
onsider an elastic medium extending to infinity in
all directions and in a state of stress due to external forces 
applied to its interior. If we assume that the forces are 
uniformlfjapplied throughout the thickness of the medium, the 
problem is two-dimensional and is one of plane strain.
so that the component of the displacement vector in the direction 
perpendicular to the co-ordinate plane is zero, and the applied 
forces are in the directions parallel to the co-ordinate.plane. 
The components of the stress tensor must satisfy the equations 
of equilibrium (1*43) while the components of the displacement 
vector are related to the components of the stress tensor by 
means of the equations (l*4l)
and substjJtUte for u and v in equations (l*4l) to obtain the 
components of stress in terms of 0 and'Vjf . It is easily shown 
that these are
Let us set up the rectangular Cartesian axes OX, OY
We introduce now two functions $(x,y), and y(x,y) such
that
(2. .2.01)
2.2.
where we have expressed A andyU in terras of(T and E, and we have 
/^+
We now write
written Vi^ Ot +Gt.for the two-dimensional Laplacian operator
V  = ^  Y -  (2.203)
A  'S ' S  5 1 ^5 S  v '
and substitute from equations (2*202) and (2*203) into the 
equations of equilibrium (1 *i+3) which then may he written in 
the form
($.3.04}
These equations will he satisfied hy solutions of the 
two non-homogeneous Laplacian equations
v t y  +• t (H-qft-m) = o
-
(‘l-'fcOS)
\^V + *£ - o£
To obtain solutions of (2*205) we introduce the two- 
dimensional Fourier transforms of the functions 0 and 
defined hy the integrals
AoZ!*>
06 o6 (2.-Zo£»)
Multiplying equations (2*205) throughout "by exp*i(^x + njy) and 
integrating over the entire xy-plane, the partial differential 
equations (2*205) reduce, to the ordinary algebraic equations
— c f + y ) $  —  o
(^..•2.07)
-(tV/vfV^ +- ■= O
where we have assumed that 0 andAjTand their derivatives vanish 
at "both limits of integration and J[ and$are defined-by integrals 
similar to (2*206), Transforming equations (2*203) in a 
similar manner we obtain the relations
X  -U|<v£ , '"f =• kxcK)
Now if we solve equations (2*20-8) for ^  andA^and substitute into 
equations (2*207) we get 0 and*V\Ln terms of "x and Y as follows
®  =  pQ-icry.'-'s.cft i-tX •'■ny
(2.ao«j)
^  =  He (\+Q)
b crwf)*-
The transformed components of stress and 
displacement may be obtained by multiplying equations (2*201) 
and (2*202) throughout by exp*i ($x + *jy) and integrating over the 
entire xy-plane, assuming as before that all quantities and 
their derivatives vanish at the limits of integration.
Using equations (2*209) to eliminate "0 and^ lAwe find the
Ur
transformed components of stress end displacement to "be 
given "by the equationsf Ippd 
*-«• ="Ce9f
tu =  - (m \  r  iafSSde^iXll ■+. p 5 y. ~ LtT)|
41 \v-o-)n I ' <• ( r ^ T  j
U  - (n-tffr-ao-) p \ * ClX p ^ Y L) 4.
e C - < t ) ' *• ( p - * , 1) 1 e  ' L Q f+ ^ T  1
^  ^.Cn-pO-^ pS 'iteX+Vf)! _  .^(n-a) „? t(*iK-dY^? 
eO-aJ) I (p-Af)1 I e ' ‘■’(T+'vf)’' J'
The components of the stress tensor and the 
displacement vector may he obtained non hy applying Fourierfs 
inversion theorem (ill) for two-dimensional transforms. 
Performing this operation on equation(2•210a) we obtain
(a ato)
OS 0C
v . *  _ _  p i , isx * m m
_0br:<O
Now
( ( Lt ^ “LCtx.^y) r°°11W 1 "V
- 2.vT")C..
- r  • - •using a result given in ( ( } so that bLie
dimensional Fourier transform of grxrr_Vjt, • Siinila:
_'i. -t -  y
it may he shown that is the Fourier transform
0f ^ s o  that when we apuly the faitung theorem for 
x2- + v
two-dimensional transformsxecuation (2*211) hecomes
°*+q« “ f \ \ ()c-«*)’-+■ Cm -|S) °
The list of Fourier transforms at the end of the 
section may he proved in a similar manner and may he used 
in conjunction with (2*210) to yield the following expressions 
for the other components of stress
OO eO
crx-c^  -(*-*)Y«ft} ***.
IX, Ux^fKts-fn r
i j  ( Ux-4- (a-pylllx-h X W )  ■»-
1 1  r
= o-g-c) f ( -cx-^c^ftl
_L_L VCx-^n(ypTF
. f fcx-^Od-fi)lCx^X«|>) ddtl6
11. Cegrf '
In the expressions for the components of the
, ,  , i V
displacement vector we make the assumption that 1S
the two-dimensional Fourier transform of --y - g log(x*+ y^)
a Hr <y
*17) t> ASo
This is difficult to prove rigorously, hut it would seem 
to he the case, except for a constant which disappears on 
differentiation, and therefore will yield the seme values 
for the components of strain. The difficulty in obtaining 
the correct components of displacement using transform theory 
would seem to he inherent in two-dimensional elasticityand 
has been encountered hy others. The justification for 
the assumption in this case is merely that it gives the 
correct result in the special problems considered. We. find 
the components of displacement to he given hy
liquations (2.212) represent s. formal solution to tin
problems of an infinite two-dimensional medium with external 
forces applied to its interior. We shall now consider some 
special cases of the general formulae,
2*3 Point force.
Consider in the first instance the force applied 
to the interior to he defined hy the equations
This represents a force concentrated at the origin acting in 
the direction of the x-axis. 6(x) is the Dirac 6-function 
defined hy (1*71)
(2*212), and making use of the result (VI.), we obtain 
immediately the following expressions for the components 
of the stress tensor
Substituting these values for X and Y in equations
(T n- -  -  (v-«rYP yjt _  X  xW-fj) 
^  T  1>v+aiT (2 .- s i)
P-io)? a U - M 1) 
4^0-cr) to
If now we put x* -t- ya = r and re-arrange the terms
we obtain the expressions
(2,5$
which are in agreement with those obtained hy Love (2.1 ). The 
components of displacement obtained in this way differ from 
Love’s result "by a constant which of course will disappear on 
differentiation to yield the same components of strain, so it 
does not constitute an essential difference.
It will be observed that these expressions lead to 
infinite stresses at the origin but this difficulty is removed 
if we assume that the origin is enclosed in a cavity and the 
applied force is distributed over the surface of the cavity in 
such a way that its resultant is of magnitude P and acts in 
the direction of the x-axis. This of course is the physical 
interpretation of the problem, the use of the Dirac 6-function 
being a mathematical idealisation which it is convenient to 
use because of the simplicity of the result (V).
Most interest in problems in elasticity is in the 
lines of constant maximum shearing stress* since these are 
the lines along which rupture of the material is most likely 
to take place. These are also the lines produced hy photo- 
elastic investigation and from this they are often referred
to as isochromatic lines. Mathematically they are the family 
of curves X  = constant, where X is defined hy the relation
Using equation (2*33) these have heen calculated for this 
problem and are shown in fig. from which it can he seen 
that greatest stress concentration occurs immediately in 
front of and behind the point of application of the force.
We shall required in a subsequent problem to know 
the components of stress and displacement due to a force 
concentrated at the origin and in acting in a direction 
making anglewith the positive direction of the x-axis. If 
the force is of magnitude F, then it may be resolved into the 
two components F cos , and F sin<* in the directions of the 
x and y-axes respectively. Thus we have
H
Feosol. S(?} S(M)
Y(V4) = -fe-Tsvwd. SWSOa)
and proceeding as in the previous case from equations (2*212),
using the result (VI) we obtain for the components of 
stress and displacement
rr* .L.rr =  E  %Cas^
x *6 T^T(\-CT) A*
cr%-  .l - ys«^o-<fl - £ } \TT(i_(T) **
r
4ITCM0-W
i f e  “  = -  2 ^ ^  [U?-^los*- $  - G - ^ tesot 
T fr0" = i  a h T ^ L * ^
2*4. Force distributed over a line.
As a further example of the general formulae (2*12) 
we shall obtain the components of stress and displacement in an 
infinite two-dimensional elastic medium due to a force F 
distributed uniformly over a line of length 2a5 co-incident with 
the y-axis and having its centre at the origin. In this case we
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Substituting for X and Y in equation (2*212a) we have
= - :?* . ( -----
Performing the integration which is elementary we obtain
0^ 4-OJi = — k - &  t)
vYhere 0, and ©a are defined by the equations 
X  =  « * , 6 © s a ,  ■> ~  Akskv^Q\
> >6- 0-
In a similar manner the following expressions 
for the other components of stress are obtained
^ - 0 *  =  "/art. U -q-li +•
'I***  -------2 -------- s 3_(i-*2.cr) loa 4- eos!©».-“ r
4-ua(i-a) L J
It may be readily shown by a similar proceedure that 
the components of the displacement vector are given in this case 
by the equations
T+hr''*’ = +•
a(.5--<2a)1
£  iV =— ’-.A- -—  loa h
Table of T.:o-dimensional Fourier Transforms.
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Fig•(i) b.
Lines "of constant maximum shearing stress in an 
irsiniie tmo-dimsnsional elastic medium due to a 
romt force acting in the interior.
PART III.
THE APPLICATION OP STATICAL FORCES TO THE SURFACES 
OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELASTIC SOLID.
III. THE APPLICATION OF STATICAL FORCES TO THE
SURFACES OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELASTIC SOLID.
3°1 Introduction
The calculation of the stress set up in a two- 
dimensional semi-infinite elastic medium due to forces applied 
to the surf ace ,is also a classical problem in mathematical 
elasticity, being the two-dimensional analogue of 
^Boussinesq.* s problem”, and Love (2-1) records solutions to 
several problems of this type. Recently Sneddon (32. ) has 
used the Fourier cosine transform to obtain the solution with 
more general forms of loading on the boundary.
Filon ( 4- ) considered a t¥/o-dimensional strip of 
finite length with forces applied to the surface, and obtained 
the solution in the form of a Fourier series which he showed 
could be expressed as an infinite integral, when the length was 
great compared with the thickness. He also devised a method 
( 5" ) for evaluating the type of integral obtained and an 
account of this is given at the end of this section. Sneddon 
(3a.) obtained the solution of the problem of the infinite strip 
using Fourier cosine * transforms.
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In this section we shall give a completely general 
solution for any form of loading of the "boundary of a two- 
dimensional semi-infinite elastic medium, and the solutions 
of several particular problems will be deduced from the 
general solution, which will also be used in Part W. These 
results were derived independently of those given by Sneddon 
(32- ) and are in- a more general form, the faltung theorem (ill) 
being employed here.
The general solution for the infinite strip is also
given,
3*2. Solution of the equations of equilibrium.
We shall consider an elastic solid bounded by plane 
surfaces with statical foces applied to the boundaries, 
assuming that' there are no forces applied to the interior. We 
choose the y-axis parallel to the bounding surfaces and x-axis 
perpendicular to this direction and in the sense making a 
right-handed set* The component of displacement in the 
direction perpendicular to the co-ordinate plane is assumed 
to be zero and the applied forces are uniform throughout the 
thickness to the solid so that the problem is one of plane 
strain. The stress tensor is, therefore, uniquely determined 
by the components 0;,(£ , and The solid is assured to
extend ind -;f ±nitoly in Doth o.irecti ons of the y—axis.
3(o
If we eliminate u and v from the stres 
relation (l*hl) we obtain another equation, namely the 
compatibility equation, which must be satisfied* This is
* & £
We assume now that the components of the stress tensor 
may be derived from a single potential function X  (x,y), the 
Airy stress function, ( X ) such that
(T - t%_ (T =. /tW = ~ /t \ -  ' ^  ^
How it is easily seen that solutions of this type 
satisfy the equations of equilibrium (1*43) when in addition 
X = Y = 0* Substituting for the stress components in terms of 
X  in equation (3*21) we see that X  must satisfy the biharmonic 
equation
\f%. = o  (?•«)
where we have written ^  for the two-dimensional Laplacian
operator t..+■ . In order to solve this partial differential
V  'tyj
equation we introduce the Fourier transform of the function 
defined by the integral
°o
X ( * p )  = (oiyf-i XC*.y)e ^  (3.2.4}
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Multiplying equation (3*23) lay exp,.ifl^ y and 
integrating with respect to y over the range -oo to + oo, 
assuming that X  and its first three derivatives with respect 
to x vanish at hoth limits of integration, the biharrnonic 
equation reduces to the ordinary differential equation
= °
The solution of this equation may be written down 
immediately as
or in hyperbolic form
*?C “ (A X ^  CosVia^ X *V“ -V"1D X) SI\aUa<|X ^
where A,B,C,D are functions of/Vj but are independent of x, and 
may be determined so as to satisfy conditions at the bounding 
surfaces.
Transforming the stress components as given by 
equations (3*22) by multiplying each by exp*i<vjy and 
integrating with respect to y over the entire range of the 
variable, making the same assumptions as before, we obtain
Similarly we obtain for the transformed components of 
the displacement vector
C, and D so as to satisfy the conditions prescribed on the 
bounding surfaces, we may substitute from equations (3 *26) 
or ('3 *27)K into equations (3*28) and (3*29) and so obtain the 
transformed components of stress and displacement appropriate 
to the prescribed conditions at the boundary* Applying 
Fourier’s inversion theorem (i) yields the components of stress 
and displacement in the form of infinite integrals.
3*3 Semi-"infinite medium with normal surface loading
Consider in the first instance the case, of a semi­
infinite solid with forces applied normal to the boundary.
We shall take the bounding surface to be co-incident with y-axis 
and x-axis directed into the elastic medium* If we denote the 
forces applied to the boundary by p(y), then the conditions to be 
satisfied there, are
Now having determined the arbitrary functions
(?3J)
3<T
Transforming the "boundary stresses and writing
CO
fe-32.)
we have
(s»)
Now according to St. Venant’s principle the stresses at
great distances from the point of application of the load are 
negligibly small, so that the form of Airy stress fmiction 
chosen must "be such as to vanish when x tends to infinity. It 
follows, therefore, that in the first of the solution (3*26) of 
the transformed biharmonic equations, C = D = 0*
Using equations (3*33) along with (3*26) and (3*28) 
we find that for these condiitaions at the boundary
so that the^  transformed components of stress and displacement 
are given by
A  =  ? t j )  S  =  1 ? W )
7 *1- ^ /LiAJ
S i
C^).
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Now if we apply Fourier* s inversion theorem (i)
"n
to the first of equations (3*3U) we get
Qi + = -  ( f f  U w  e"^. e ' ^ %
which is in agreement with the result obtained hy Sneddon (32.) 
when p(y) is an even function. It may readily he shown that 
e**^ lx is the Fourier transform of the function 'yH/f- so 
that applying the Faltung theorem in the form (hi) wre obtain
(5SSb)
The other two equations for the components of the stres 
tensor may he dealt with in the same way, making use of the list 
of Fourier transforms at the end of the section to give the 
equations
(3.35)_ o
The components of the displacement vector are found in 
a similar manner to he
Ob 04
06
af *
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These formulae are quite general and represent the 
formal solution of the problem of a two-dimensional semi­
infinite medium with any form of normal load applied to the 
surface.
A particular case of some interest is that of a point 
force applied at the origin# We have then p(y) = P6(y), so 
that when we insert this value in equations (3*35) and apply 
the result (VI), we obtain the following expressions for the 
components of stress and displacement
(3.3L)
^  TV*
where we have wilt ten + j*' = rx. This is in agreement with
the result given by Sneddon ( 32. ) , and others. .
The maximum shearing stress %  defined by equation 
(2*3^-) is given in this case by
/p - X- = X. CJOS&
At
and so the 1 isochronatics* or lines of constant maximum 
shearing stress are the family of coaxial circles 
shown in fig.(ii)
Another special case which is readily obtained from 
the general solution is that of uniform pressure over a, 
segment of the boundary. We have
p(y) = P/2a \y\ i a
= 0 \yl > a
so that when we insert this value in the first of equations
(3*35) we get
(S-+(^  = _ % :  J TfJcy-jar
=ki 1
Performing the integration with respect to (3 yields the result
^  = T O  ~  llit©,.-©.') (538)
where 6-, } and 0„ , are defined by the equations•*- cL
x = r-|_ cos 61 , y + a = r-j_ sin ,
x = r2 cos ©2 9 y - a = r2 sin 0
Similarly by substituting; from equation (3*77) into 
ttofl- remaining equations (3*35) and performing the integrations, 
which are elementary, we obtain the following, expressions far 
the components of stress
It is readily seen that the maximum shearing stress 
at any point is given in this case by
so that the'isochromatics' are of .the form shown in fig.(iii).
Semi-infinite solid with shearing load applied to the 
surface. , :
If the loading is applied tangentially to the bounding 
surface and is denoted by q(y) the boundary conditions.become
d t - o  > -qte) v h-A-v)
so that if we write
oo
\ (?fl = e **% (s-A3)
we have
- O  5 ~ ^ W)  ^ X fe.A3)
Proceeding as before we find that the arbitrary 
functions take the values
"B = - , k = C. = - o
Lfcj
These lead to the following expressions for the
44-
components of the stress tensor and displacement vector in 
the general case
a T Ca-rtTTaT" 7 FT
1 11 i
/*
H l
e £ II IT Is*
i+cr \\
£ *> - - < r 5 l
l-vO* \\
h "  + (.id-ft]
(3Ap
v+Od-fV
In the particular case where the load in concentrated 
at the origin and is of magnitude Q we have q.(y) = QS(y), 
so that these expressions hecome
^  - | [ W W * l v ¥ }
.jL-O- = ‘ —  £  1
\-v-cr "xr I  * J
(i$*D
The maximum shearing stress at any point is 
given hy '
-  Q  S \r \&
lYit
and the isochromatics' are shown in fig,(iv).
When the shearing force is distributed over a 
segment of the boundary we have
HIM) =  , \M\ i  a .
O  > \M\ > ®-
and the general expressions for the stress components reduce 
to integrals which are readily evaluated to give
O’*-*-O'* =  <2- lonk 
qp-ov,
3*5 Semi-infinite medium with general loading of the boundary,
From the results derived in the previous two 
paragraphs we can, from the principle of superposition, deduce 
the expressions for the components of stress and displacement 
in a semi-infinite elastic medium due to any form of loading 
of the boundary. The most general form of load can always 
be resolved into a normal load p(y) and a shearing load q(y)
4(*
so that by adding the stresses and displacements in the 
elementary cases considered we obtain the solution for the 
more general case. This is possible because the equations 
of equilibrium are linear, 7/e obtain then the equations
OO
° -frl
 Oft
T  \  K + O a - p T  r
11U = _2x f  b w  +- Ca-rt ‘UftKtt-fl ck&
* * \ h wloifT 1
oo
E-   W. =■
IT
u  -L i f -t-(M-jS^(pd (3-^>
I r+(M-ari+s j * + Qd p.
_«6
(i-o5) lo^ + (\-icr)
_I_o- =  J_ ( rjhfo-ftHp).-* x^p)}
»+<r it \ i  TC'+Ca-pr
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A particular case of some interest is the point force 
acting at the origin and inclined at angle oC to the normal to 
the bounding surface. If the magnitude of the force is F
then we may resolve it into a normal component F cosoC ? and 
a tangential component F sinO< so that
p(y) = F cosdL S(y)
g(y) f F sinoc 6(y)
Inserting these values in equations (3*51) and using 
the result (Vi) gives the equations
r r  ^  rr *  —  2 - F  X C o S c s i -V  M S V W .c f
*• °t» If---------- 7*-----
O’ —  O' Cxeea* Art
T T  \  A .
The maximum shearing stress at any point is given "by
= T.cosCe-^0
and the'isochromatics are the family of curves shown in fig.(v)
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!Fig.(ii)
Lines of constant maxium shearing stress in a 
semi-infinite elastic medium due to a point 
force acting normal to the boundary.
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gig.(iii)
'tines of constant maximum shearing stress in 
a semi-infinite two-dimensional elastic medium 
due to a normal force distributed uniformly over 
a segment of the boundary.
0.2
?ig* (iv)
Sines of constant maximum shearing stress in a 
semi-infinite two-dimensional''.elastic, medium due 
to a point force acting tangentially to tile boundary.
0.2
Fig* (v)
(Lines of constant maximum shearing stress in a
semi-infinite two-dimensional elastic'medium 
due to a, point force acting in the direction 
making angle a with the normal to the boundary.
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3*6 Infinite strip of finite thickness with normal 
loading on one ‘bounding surface.
Consider now an.infinite strip of finite thickness 
with loads applied normal to one hounding surface, the other 
surface heing free from stress. This system is not in 
statical equilibrium so it will he necessary at a later stage 
to modify the formal solution obtained hy introducing infinite 
couples* We shall take the hounding surfaces to.be x = ±d, 
and the x~ and y~ axes to form a right-handed set. The applied 
forces are assumed uniform in the direction perpendicular to 
the co-ordinate plane, and the component of displacement in 
this direction is assumed zero, so that the stress system is 
two-dimensional.
If we take the applied force to hj» p(y) acting on 
the surface x = d then the boundary conditions are
a; = -p (y ) ,  x ^ =  o, x = a
= o = o ,  x = -a
Writing
oo
&•)
the transformed components of stress become
OL = -pOjj).. = o, x = a
= 0 =0, x = - d
at the boundaries. Now if we substitute from the hyperbolic
(3ts)
form (3 °27) of the solution of the transformed hiharmonic 
equation (3*25) into the equations (3*28) and use equations 
(3*63), we obtain four equations from which we can determine 
the four arbitrary functions A*, Br, 0*, and D*. We- find 
these to be
sjvf /V|0l sivaU/vjC^ CdsIaa-jOI •
Fh) 'V'} tfO€U/Vj0l.
2/*f —  -S\IaU/Vj©1 (%>sU/V|0(-
F M eocU/vjol. -V- a o^I svv*l\v]0l.
2/<f *[Ck — * Cosl/wvjGl •
Sul *\d svviU/vjol.
^  *\d sia v|
(54A-)
Substituting these values in the equations for the 
transformed components of stress and inverting according to 
Fourier’s inversion theorem III we obtain the following integral 
expressions for the components of the stress tensor
cr^cr =  U. \ hMi cqsU'vika^ c*. _  t c~ ^ 3.
^ C^ Of% j SvuU^ oi cosW/VjcA- A|qI—s\v\U^ <31cosIm^ c(-j
—  <6
06
P  p .  _  _  _ j   (  g /  » c <V|X S\v*k/V])t —  Wf o*. CasU/vjX eosU^GH.
x * C^lT)'/2- \ G^l4.«\ViU^ <3ieb4v^ .^
^ •X C o s V v ^ X  g p s V w jd L  —  /ty ^ .s u A U f t fX  |
—  SU*Ua<|{JI CosWyjcX j
. t I pT^ A f —’ /V|(gC.&\v\V\^jXCOS|M^CX .
^  ^j L <^^ \-^ \\Ak/v\<^ tceJi^iiyc^-■OMj
/VjX6<tAUA^ Xgg6U^ Qt. — 'V|6t£psU/^ X5mlA/V|0L 1 ^
ITow it will be observed that the first two of these 
integrals are divergent. The reason for this can be readily
f dseen if we calculate the bending moment / i(^ dx across
-'-d 3
the strip at distance y from the origin. This contains a 
finite part due to the applied force p(v) and an infinite
QO_
part which can be removed adding the term — c^ ] *
This is the mathematical equivalence of applying an infinite 
couple at infinity to ma.int3.in the system in statical 
equilibrium. With this modification the solution becomes
r-, ^  . \ r-,..K<( gQSU<*«A3\V\UlA 5 ^ U c * U ( ^ s k u .  \ 3 ^  1 ^
CTx-V \ I3 \ # ) l V u - V - « i * U u e © e > U w  u - s » u U u « 5 0 f t U u  }
cO
otiX^ iuUotug^ Utc — lACosUotuCo^ lMA. 
U + glVtUu CosU u..
qtiA<Se>6Wyu€esku —  uswUiicAgtuUu. \ £ ' —  f. dvL
ka— ^ lu W c c e l i 'w Y  ~
^    l 1 r/u\< c(u.ccsKiugtwW -• ustivUo(uc^€>Uu.
t w* 4- si\aUucc6Uu
&
  olUSmUo(lA ’ U>gQSUfttU^ VV\WlA / ' Q*«.
iA —  gjirvUvA. C^>«VvtA P
components of the displacement vector to oe
DO
E \ \ r~/u\S /qLueosWw<.Si\AUu— <2.Q-q^ svv>.U^ u.s\v\Uu — u^ vAUduccrsUu
^ U  ~  i2?*9TT ^  \  ’ ^  I n  u t  sh ^ U lx C o s U v a  .
3o
oi u«\v^ Uotuco^ ku — .^(>-^ eoKU^ aCt>sUu —1> Co&Udu>svwUuj
lA
(e 1
IA — S\VtWu.tfaa>Uu.
+- ^  
oft
r* / \A\(/oliAfliv^Vvftl.usiwUu. +  0 _<i-Ci^ CosWolasvv»V\U.-~ ulCcsU^u CcsUu
|+ 0 “ \  Ix  U +  s\v\tvv^eosUu.
  otuQocWueosUu -f~Q-^ -Cr) s\*UoiuCcgUu ug\*V«iA&UAUu\ ~',(3u
LA— jS\u.WiA eosUvA. J
If we put p(y) = P6(y) so that p(<vj) - P/(2.ir)£ and 
use the results (IX) and (X), we obtain expressions which are in 
agreement with those obtained otherwise by Pilon (4- ) • Integrals 
of this type do not appear to have been evaluated exactly, but 
various approximate methods have been suggested and these will 
be discussed later. The problem has, however, been discussed
in detail “by Pilon,
3*7 Infinite strip of finite thickness with normal loading
■ 1 I —  —  I     i.-flw !■! !■ — —      ■»  m n  I ■ ■I.I..I ■■III. IW >11 ■»!!> „,m, n.............. ..........
on “both surfaces
We shall obtain now the solution to the problem of 
normal loading on both sides of the strip. The solution 
corresponding to the boundary conditions
o; ~ %u$~ 0* x = d. (370
= -p(y) = 0  x = -d.
is readily deduced from equations (3*66) by changing the sign
of x, and u, and we can superimpose the two solutions to
get the solution for normal loading on both boundaries.
Let us consider then the boundary conditions
<C= -p, (y ) ,  ^ = 0, x = a.
= -p«.(y) = 0 = -d>
This system will be in equilibrium provided
oO fO
{h(«)
00 j°
—
otherwise external forces must be applied as in the problem 
considered in the previous paragraph. It may readily be
SllOY/Tl tl
the expi
Oi+-Q^  -
at u =
ien that the formal solution of this prohlem is given hy
essions
oO
<o
:  ^ f  £ t / u \ , i r i u V i S  u .S \^ U o ( u s \ v * U u  u . c e x U a lu C b s U u T .
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OO
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OO
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“ I^OJ r*Va/I\ U-SVuUc^ cosUla. I
!e.
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It is readily seen that the integrals are convergent 
0, if the condition for static eyuilibrium (3*73) is
s<?
satisfied. The results are in agreement with those obtained 
hy Sneddon (32. ) .
A particular case of some interest is that where point 
forces are applied to both sides of the strip. We have then
p, (y ) = p«.(y) = P&(y) > so that -px (*]) = P. (*}) = » The
expressions for the components of the stress vector then become
CO
(rx+arM = .^ TTci \ U-f
o
_ iTP f (oCus»v\Ubtu 6\wV\u —• iaCosUo<ucosUk )
liaL’ \ IA-4-SihUiaC©sUu. ( $ 1 ^ )
p  r  (  d l u  C o s U o t u  s t w U u  —  u > s \ w U ^ u e o s U v A ) ^ (A4*s\v\UuCosUu.
o
and for the components of the displacement vector we have
-o
£ \ (^ueos^ us ^ u  — ^(v-q)si*UdUjisuAUu — us^ UdlugosUu)<!os&tA
I’fQ* TT j u+ stv^ UueosUu. ~
o
OO
t: a)*—. | g\v\Uu ^(l-tq) coskoiug^ Uu —- uCotWu
14-Q* TT I u,-vs\i\Uue^ sV*u.
We see from the expression for v that when x = 0, so 
that 01= o, then v = 0. The solution, therefore, corresponds to 
that of an elastic strip lying on a rigid plane co-incident with 
the plane x = 0 acted upon by a force P at the point x = d, y = 0. 
We see from the equations for the stress components when x = 0 
that the pressure of the strip on the plane is given by
CO
(  n  \  _  _  T _  (  C s w U v A  -t- « A g £ g U u .) C to S & U ,, (E .74)
x 'x = o  J  U-V- SluUtA ftosUu.
(oO
Equation (3.7k) was evaluated numerically using the method 
devised by Pilon and which is discussed in 3*8. The pressure 
on the rigid plane is shown graphically in fig.(vi)
3*8 Evaluation of integrals, »
The integral expressions obtained for the components 
of stress and displacement in (3 *7 ) are of a type ..which are of 
frequent occurrence in mathematical physics. It has not been 
found possible to evaluate these exactly so resort must be made 
to numerical methods* The presence of the trigonometric 
factor in the integrand however makes the use of ordinary 
quadrature formulae, such as Simpson*s Rule, very inaccurate, 
unless a great many ordinates are used, and this of course 
makes the calculation extremely laborious. A method employed 
by Sneddon in which he replaces the integrand by another
function which can be integrated exactly, and which "fits" the 
original approximately, might well be applied to' this type 
of -integral. Pilon devised a new quadrature formula for the 
numerical evaluation of integrals containing a trigonometric 
factor in the integrand and it is this formula which has been 
used for the calculations made here. Recently, an account 'was 
given by Furth and Pringle ( ' (o ) of an electrical machine which 
would seem to be admirably suited for the approximate evaluation
.... . - ,, ■ ■ J.  . . r r. -? S  *f* •? T7 TT z>. r* -f- "1 r+ o  +• + V i i  cop integrals of 'Oh.is m'P-j --aa -L • u - n  ‘ " "
poos ib i 1 i ty .
The formula which we have used here, and which is due
to pilon
■=. K [ol»|'V(t>)svvvWb -W X a)s^W a} -t-|5£Xt- (sSt)
in which the range of integration is divided into an even
number of intervals of length h, ^ 2 r "^6 SUI1!1 0a a~~ i:ae
even ordinates of the curve y = A{T(x) cos kx, less tie first and
last, and Q n n is the sum of all the odd ordinates of this 
2r-l
curve. The constants a, (3, and y are defined by the expression
of_____ j __ l_ co50-sw6 __ 2si*a. •_ 2.e3 _  j i e f  a.a7
6  €?* ’ 46" sts* 4nos*
p ^  | \ -V- Cos*© 2_s\v*0 e ^ s tH  =  2-Qr __ .4 0 *  . 20^ 4 0 s
P  ~  [ — e *  — o*— J  ‘ +  is* iofi-
y  4 /  s i * B  _  e o s e  N _ 4^ __ , q *  , e s
where 0 = kh.
In the numerical evaluation of (3*76) the value of the 
integral over the range 0 to 6 was obtained using (3*81) and from
{& to °0 the integrand was replaced by the approximate expression, 
bsr e”u(u + 1) cos (3u which can be evaluated exactly. In this 
way the ordinates of the graph shown in fig.(vi)were calculated,
p a t  a
(a,o)
‘•3 .0-
P V  /  y
(vi) •
Pjressure of an elastic strip on a rigid plane 
due to a point force acting on the upper 
surface.
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IV, THE APPLICATION .Off STATICAL FORCES TO THE INTERIOR
OF A SEMX-INFINITE ELASTIC SOLID.
Ij-*1 Introduction
In a recent paper (M) Sneddon employed the Fourier 
cosine transform to solve the equations of equilibrium for a 
two dimensional elastic solid in a state of stress due to a 
force applied to its interior. He considered the case of a 
force concentrated at a point acting in the direction 
perpendicular to the boundary of the solid, and extended the 
analysis to the case of a force distributed uniformly over a 
line parallel to the boundary and in a direction normal to it.
The problem was treated in the first instance by 
Me lan C * 4 )  who dealt with the point force acting (i) in the 
direction perpendicular to the boundary and (ii) int he 
direction parallel to the boundary. Both Green ( l o )  and 
Stevenson (3 *) have given solutions of this problem employing 
the complex variable.
In this section we shall employ the results derived in
the previous section to obtain first of all the stress 
distribution in a semi-infinite medium due to a point force 
acting in any direction# The results obtained are in 
agreement with the special cases mentioned above* The 
surface stress being of some importance was evaluated numerically 
and isochromatics for various directions of applied force 
were drawn* The analysis is extended to a force distributed 
over any curve lying within the medium and in some cases the 
surface stress was calculated*
4»2» Point force acting in any direction within the elastle 
solid*
Consider first of all an infinite two-dimensional 
elastic medium in which there has been set up the rectangular 
Cartesian co-ordinate axes OX, OY* Then if a force of 
magnitude F acts at the origin, in the direction making angle a 
with the negative direction of the x-axis, the components of 
the resulting stress tensor are obtained by replacing a by 
* *■* a in equation (2*35) * These are
(f+.rr ~F •y.gesoC —  d
*  41 2.T7(\-<3) **■
= TTO-o-') f1 L ' ^ P )  +■ -a*'** b - c  - ^
(,5
where CT denotes Poisson's ration for the material comprising 
the solid. The components of the displacement vector are 
then
T T Y U =  j
i w ' * > = ~  4 ^ p ^ L ^ 4oSc/' ■,- U 3^ ‘o9*+-£'
v/here E denotes Young's modulus for the material.
It is assumed as before that the origin is enclosed 
in a small cavity within the medium, and that t he external 
force is applied over the surface of the cavity. The 
equilibrium of the solid as a whole is maintained by the 
application at a great distance from the origin of co-ordinates 
of a second external force system.
We consider now the equilibrium of the semi-infinite 
elastic medium x 0 when a force of magnitude F acts at the 
point (h,0) in a direction making angle cl with the negative 
direction of the x-axis«
The stress components must satisfy the equations of 
equilibrium (l*U3) with X = Y = 0 and must have the same 
singularities at the point (h,0) as right hand sides of 
equations (h*2l) have at the origin, Furthermore at the 
boundary x = 0 we have
— ° (it-*.?)
v(er
We may take as "before, solutions of the form
cr^.'flL cr _  rix ^
where Xc x3y) must "be a solution of the biharmonic equation 
(3*23).
We can obtain a solution satisfying these conditions 
if we assume the existence of an image force at the point 
(-h,0) acting in the opposite direction and then nullifying the 
stresses on the boundary so as to satisfy the boundary conditions. 
We write down a solution of the form
crx+-<r. =  hfft \ m \ - A +  -hi
(T-q- = _Feoset 1  - g Qt;Tk) 4- + Cx-uf _ 1
. I W * .  ,.V _  \ - 5 '  _  cy.-<Tj_ U ± v f  1 +- _  U X
L  c  ^  e* f * a -1'%
. t - (  V w U x -h  a- -V- V - b c 1
^  ^rO-crt L   f f  C  C  &  J
. EcosoC i 1-^ - \z3ff -4- ^  (M4
+ i ^ ? l  r  ?: f* e  1
where ^  = (x - h) + y1 , and ip1" = (x + h) + y4
Then since these stress conrponents satisfy the equations of 
equilibrium and have the correct singularities at the point
(h,0) at which the force is applied it only remains to 
i
determine X  (x?2r) such that
~  ^  ^  = ^  * * * *
where the functions p(y) and q(y) are the values obtained 
for G^and by putting x = 0 in equations (i+*23) giving
w M\ ^  PUtfosoi 5 \-ixr- . 2.V\* 1
o/.A — J 5-3.0*___ g-U*' 1
, w , “  ( k ^ T J
Nov/ if we insert these values in equations (3*51) 
and perform the integrations which are elementary we obtain 
the following expressions
<V~%I _ t-FcoM S g-0-<Qx+(i-asOu _  ^ qx+ufj 
^  TO-CO I Pa f* J
_  2TWoUj ( (-CT _  l'(n-t-u)J _ir<___________
■R'-cr) [ f* j
   ^    _____
W  to-ct) L ^  ^  ^  ^
^  —  rtjL - a-PgBsd.-n. c _  i-cr (x(>-<Ox-(Hi(rt0(x-»^ , 4 u ( x W
‘ p* r* 
j.5 S 9 m IM (  t-CT' 2(\-<0^+a(j.-o)xl»+V\1' . 4xV.(xHf7
T o - ^  i rr c  *  &  s
^  _ Ftos^ y,,S ^ C$=^x+-G-2<r)U 4V>6t+wy"n
M y  “ -rO-cr)^l f* +  fV j
. ± W o C f  4(\-q)x»(vzd)K
m v *  , f* =  + ~ p - J
Combining equations (4*23) and (i+*26) we find the 
components of the stress tensor for this system to be
g , ft. -  r e * * , r  X - W  . (3- ^ f l x  +  (i-4»  , A V l x t l j  1 
^  r  ft fi i
a. J W  J U  1
+ ^ yL r  ff v  -1
(f_CT -  Teosck. [_ ^r(x-U) (i-yr)x-<jV. . (1-kf (x-tV-H^-^-AC'^yV-U^
^ TO-C^L ^4
,x
f,
?xU t -v^ ~1
fc J
, ~Psw<A ..V >~CT- i - q ~  (x -P  _  (s-Aq^^-xfe-w)xi»+C .
x.-p L r  e: r  a4 ff -
r -  Fsvwd-. \ t3-s.aX.x-p _  ( r - 4 s U + - ^  xlx-u? /(
^ w L  ^  f* R* (Afl7)
-v-2tx^(3-4^-x(s'-*q)xU + _  iuRx+uf
r4 t
g ,
n.
■ Teosx .I _  i-xtr- , xtx-^k . ik3-4<0if-4avw— vd 
* * - * r L  f‘ f; ^  p* ^  ft
+. 'kxUtx+tvT ~1
 ^ - 4
The components of the displacement vector could be 
obtained in the same way but it was not considered worth 
while doing the analysis since most interest in this type 
of problem is in the stresses set up in the material.
At the ‘boundary x = 0 there is only one non- 
vanishing components of stress and this is riven "by the 
equation
f- _  2.r u(f- , y 1 (t^<
a t  I (y-+*T ( y \
The curves in fig*(vii). were computed from this expression.
The maximum shearing stress as defined "by equation 
(2*34) was also evaluated for a number of points in the medium, 
taking (T = 1/2, for values of o^= 0, X- , ■&“ * and "the
isochromatic lines shown in fig.(viii) were drawn.
4*3 Uniform pressure over a curve lying within the solid.
We consider now the stress produced in a semi-infinite 
elastic medium by a uniform pressure applied over a. curve 
lying within the solid. We assume that at any point of the 
curve the applied force is acting in the direction of the normal 
to the curve at the point. Consider an element of the curve ds 
at the point cf. fig (ix), Let the tangent PT to the
curve make an angle & with the positive direction of the x-axis, 
and let the normal at P make angle-a with the negative direction 
of the x-axis. If the parametric equations of the curve are 
i - i  (©), *|=*|(©), and the extremities A and B of the curve being 
given by the values Qj_ and ©2 ot* the parameter ©, then
If* the .applied pressure is p(0) then the force on 
the element is F = p (0) ds. It follows from the equation
('l+*28) ' that the surface stress due to the element of force at
the point P is riven "by the equation
*  i r  I q r - K H - ^ T  o  V s  i  ( r + -  ^  ^
Now if we integrate with respect to 0 from 0p, to 0p we obtain 
an expression for the surface stress due to pressure p(0) 
acting along the curve AB« This integral may "be written in 
the form
where
and
T c*0
and we have written *.«_ d£ and | __ cUj
ae ' 1 = as
By means of integration by parts it may be shown that 
so that in the special case in which p(9) is constants, that
71
the distribution of pressure is uniform, we have
I *  =  F(©*»o*) ~ i l ,
where
and
r«l
' p \ (a-'iT
s <
substituting into equation (U*302) from (bm303) and (^ 4-*3Oij-) we
have
~  tt'o-'t) I. C-V.ios)
for the surface stress due to a pressure p applied uniformly 
along the curve*
In the special case in which the medium is 
incompressible so that 0“ = 1/2 this reduces to
where (^, rvj| ) and (^, ) are the co-ordinates of the points
A and B. (cf. fig.(x)). From fig.(x) it may be seen that
0^ =  i  ^ S\w<2.©t -  SNw2.ex^
and is thus independent of the shape of the curve, but is the
same as would be produced by uriform pressure over the straight
If the curve is symmetrical ahout the x-axis 
(cf .fig. (xi)' equation (U°36) may he put in the form
(r = \ li+<*________________  1
op r ft4*1* _  p-°* "1
t  l i +- (,p+*y \ +- j
where we have written f3 = y/h, and a = a/h. If we expand 
in ascending powers of a and neglect terms containing a 2 a.nd 
higher powers we obtain the equation
(T = 4tL .
* tt O + f T
which is in agreement with equation (i+*28) obtained for the
surface stress due to a point force if we replace p by F/2a.
We may deduce from equation (U*308) that the maximum surface 
stress occurs at the origin, while y = gives minimum
values; the stress is zero at y = +h.
If we examine the function
£t*s »  ft**-__________ ft-*
■ i (p+*y i +- q - * y
we find that if a 4 ^ 3  the function has one maximum turning 
value at (3 = o and two minimum turning values at 
3 = t ^a,2 + 1 + 2(ci2 + 1)21[ 2 , On the other hand 
if a >y 3 , p = o becomes a minimum turning value and two 
maxima appear at 3 = + ^ a2 + l + 2( a2 + 1)4} i
“73
We can obtain expressions for the components of 
stress in the interior of the medium hy proceeding in the 
same Y/ay as for the surface stress. The expressions 
although more complicated are of the same form and are given 
by the equations
fc-q: -
ZTT
^  air — g-) >©*) +■ 0 ”
Y/here F-j_ j T3 ? ancl- ^ 3 are defined by the equations
r; -»» It
©,
c  e +  pt pt e  ft ™
V  = b ( \ 2 c i _ X ± ! . fr-ftf . (x±,?f +  is l(2±S ) T-v'
-3 P Jli f; c  + f; ^ C ft ft J
®.
+ t y  + ^  - - f  +  •SsS^ > - - > w ] « ®
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W-
Uc*(y-+X)
If we take CT = -g then the expressions for the 
stress components reduce to
These expressions are immediately inttegrable so that as in the- 
case of the surface stress the components of stress in the 
interior are independent of the shape of the curve along which 
the pressure is applied, hut depends only on the co-ordinates of 
the end points of the curve* In the notation of fig.(xii) 
these integrals are given hy
^  Tie,,©,)
(Tx-cr* =  ©*,e.)
TC-l-Vvg.
Siv\ 2-cp ho svV\ %d>.
x+-K
-rx^>— s\v%4<6. _  xWi <iwv/vd> l
(X-VVxo.^  a (X4.W,f j
b  T  ( x - V \ J  (x .-Vm ) . A-X^a-Cx+U*)^   4 x U tpL-vU^
= ' - H  « ■ " ■ ■ ■ • "  —
9. - . . *■
Sj * & L  ^  'St
.  XT- 2-XW — Wt if-■23^ 1—
>4-
‘l F^}•r ;
When AB is parallel to the boundary so that 
^  = h^, these expressions agree with those given by 
Sneddon (a* ) for the ease of (T — i, the ease which 
he has evaluated numerically. If the elastic medium is
compressible so that 0" / i the integrals %1’ j%29
must be taken into account, and these are not independent of 
the shape of the curve
Force uniformly distributed over a line.
We shall consider now the particular case of a 
force P distributed uniformly over a line of length 2a, 
inclined at an angleoC to the y-axis and bisected by the 
x-axis at the point (h,0). The freedom equations of the
lio
line are
*] = 0 cos a
^ == h + %  sin a -a 4 0 4 a
where for the analysis to "be valid we must assume that 
a sin a h.
In the first instance we shall consider the 
expressions for the surface stres-s, Substituting from 
equations (4 *4 1) into equations (4*303) and putting 
p = P/2a we have
- r v ft =  J L [  ( .V n -e a M *)C < A -e e o » t)  ~T * 't  ^ , e , j  ^  | v  Q i~ © - C o ^ ) 4- J  ^
After a little reduction this becomes
t (a,,e,) -  -  4 . « g i * s>U - y W f  1
Also substituting from (4°41) into (4*304) ana 
performing the integration we obtain
o - =  — 2 ______[  loqS C h * a s , ^ r  +■
a P  1 1 C y + « < W H
■+• ( l — Cos’l l  + t» * ' $ — - t - Ms»*cO 1
^ -J
  %-CL ( ^ S v t * c E .  ^-Vvgbso^l^X^-V^— < X C o s2-ot) ”| f
( u v + q - ( - o f  V "  —  ( U S ( H A  —  - y C e S B l ) 1'  J
which reduces to
Tr O- ^r) L  ^ G u  v  ^ W - t - y * + a ’-)’‘- A « V  J
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in the case when g = 0? in .agreement with the result obtained 
by Sneddon (28).
If we put a = 7/2 we obtain
rr = - f \ - 1 S T  tovC I ^ ____\ . 1
* ~T*(i-<r) [ iay \ a.*- )  T  (lW^wfW^v~]
These expressions along with the one obtained by 
putting a = 7c/4 in equation (4*4-3) are shown graphically in 
fig.(xiii) for the case CT = 1/2.
The stress components in the interior of the elastic 
medium may be obtained by substituting from equation 
(4*41) into the equations (4*310) and performing the 
integrations. These are found to be
^  log ^  +  CoS2.ot
<g = 2_ [ - log 'EsAl —  eceI* “ O V , )  + 'La*<*o53o( -+•7^ ]
. t  1(>V) 0  4- CCS 2 ct) +  ^cos^0-cos
“ x l  i u x w i y y r r r   J i *
= I log f W  — i.yw±d, (cfa-ct>, ) + 2-ax sw5* (fy + qp
+.%f Ifo lO tW }  jpL^coslcX Q4<fcs9d) — £d(l-c&s2c()} 1 1 ,____ j \
L  ^0w-Vv)coscX4~gav\d^ J ^  ^
(4*M)
where R1 > H2 ? ri? -q* $15 > V"n 5 V o  * are defined in fig. (xii)
Combining these expressions with (4*311) we obtain 
the components of stress in she interior of the elastic 
medium due to a force P distributed over a line of length 
2a inclined at the angle a to the surface. Putting a = 0
we get agreement with Sneddon ( 28 ),
The integrals have also been evaluated for various 
other shapes of curve but the expressions are long and. 
unwieldy and were not considered of sufficient importance 
to warrant inclusion here.
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V, THE APPLICATION OF DYNAMICAL FORCES TO THE
INTERIOR OF AN INFINITE TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELASTIC MEDIUM.
3*1 Introduction.
In this section we shall "be concerned with the 
solution of. the equations of motion applicable to an infinite 
two-dimensional isotropic elastic medium with arbitrary forces 
which may vary with time applied to its interior.
The fact that a disturbance in an elastic medium is 
propagated by two different types of waves, travelling with 
different velocities, is evident from the general theory, and 
was pointed out in the first instance by Poisson. The 
character of the two types of waves is indicated by the names 
assigned to them, namely waves of irrotational distortion and 
waves of equivoluminal rotation but more recently they have been 
referred to as p—waves, and S-waves respectively. It is 
readily seen from the subsequent analysis that the velocities 
of propagation of the P-waves and S—waves are in the ratio
The particular case in which the applied force is , 
periodic was considered hy Rayleigh (17 ) who showed that at 
a considerable distance from the point of application of the 
force the resulting disturbance consisted of two trains of 
waves moving with the velocities of P- and S-waves. Subsequently 
Lamb in the course of an investigation into the effect of a 
periodic force applied to the bounding surface of a semi- 
infinite elastic medium, also derived the solution of this 
problem.
The problem of an arbitrary force applied to the 
interior of an infinite three dimensional elastic medium has 
been considered by Love ( 2-0 ) who used a property of the 
Poisson integral formula to obtain the solution.
Here we shall use the three dimensional Fourier 
transform to obtain a formal solution of the two-dimensional
problem with arbitrary forces applied to the interior.
Rayleigh’s problem will be considered briefly and the complete 
solution will be given when the applied forces have the form 
of the Dirac 6-function, and the Heavieside unit function since 
these problems appear to be some interest in geophysics. The 
problem of' a moving pulse of pressure is also considered and
it will be seen that the form of solution is similar to that
obtained by Eshelby ( 2. ) when discussing moving dislocations.
5*2 Solution of the equations of motion,
We shall consider the distribution of stress, and the 
associated displacement in an infinite two-dimensional isotropic 
elastic medium whenibrces which vary with time are applied to 
certain regions of the medium. If we describe the p sition of 
a point in the elastic solid by means of the rectangular 
Cartesian co-ordinates x and y, then the state of stress will be 
uniquely determined by the three components (Tx, , and of the 
stress tensor. Taking the components of the displacement 
vector to be u and v and denoting by X and Y the components of 
the applied force per unit mass in the directions of the x- and 
y-axes respectively, the equations of motion are equations (1*1-2) 
p denoting the density of the material comprising the solid and 
t being the time variable. Furthermore the components of stress 
are expressed in terms of the components of displacement by the 
relations (1 »i+l) in which X andylA are the Laml elastic constants.
We introduce now the two functions $(x,y,t), and 
such that
and the expressions for the components of stress are then given i 
terms of 0 and «|T by the equations
^  , <rs .  (. ^  -  '&L.),
= / A ( n ^  a V  ■L-'iiV\ .
1 fo-ty 'to?* (5 *02-)
s<?
—r Oi nrwhich we have written V = £o& the two-dimensional'frxr fO/yf
Laplacian operator. Substituting from equations (5*202) into 
the equations of motion and writing
Y  _ '>£> . V" =. <s--*oa)
'I# ■ * ^  W  TJx
we find that the equations of motion may be written in the 
form
(jfT.aot)
It follows immediately from these equations that the 
expressions (5*201) and (5*202) yield a solution of the equations 
of motion provided 0 and ^ satisfy the wave equations
vfcfo -+- 
1 ^  c;
in which we have written and tfq = M  . if for
convenience we replace the time variable by the space—like 
variable X defined by X  - cr%“t ? then we may write equations 
(5*205) in the form
'yc*
. _  (sr.iofc)
+ - k^ A V
*
where
To solve the non-homogeneous wave equations (5*206) we 
introduce the three-dimensional Fourier transforms
of the functions $(x?ya't)? and ) • Multiplying hoth
sides of equations (5 *206) by exp. i > and
integrating throughout the entire (x^ y^ TT) space we find that the 
functions and ) must satisfy the simple
relations
by equations of the type (5*207)*. -^f we define similarly the
Fourier transforms X, Y of X and Y, it follows by multiplying 
equations (5*203) throughout by exp.i ( , and
integrating throughout the entire (x, y,X )-space, that
(^ •zo'g)
where JT and are the Fourier transforms of JT and MA defined
Solving these equation for JT and and inserting in equations 
(5*208), we obtain the expressions
; f r /v 1 *  l(>i Y
—   .
determining 0 andA^ once the form of the applied force 
X£x,y,t) lf(x,y,t) is known.
Applying the appropriate inversion theorem (IV) 
to (5* 210) we find that
< * »  < ff f *!?_..
0  J J ^  ^ ^ 5
^ (5'2-n), ff f_nX^iX_c-^ w.w
^  j 11
and these results inserted in equations (5*201) and (5*202) 
constitute a forrnoisolution of the general problem.
It may be necessary to ensure convergence of the 
integrals with some forms of applied force to take 
complex. In one of the examples considered later we shall take 
real and 15 complex with a positive imaginary part. The
appropriate form of the inversion theorem then gives
<1,. r r .
vi/here ^ is positive and real. A similar modification is
Finally we substitute for 0 and \jf from (5*211) into 
(5*201) and (5*202) to obtain the following formal expressions 
for the components of stress and displacement which constitute
a solution of the general problem
•ooo «o
CO 5* *
d  i i  ^ +y ) ( v + ^ - v )
  U - V K ^ X - n ? )
a-u:
-?rafc
«• «o
u. = f ( 1 ( _ fX ± 1 ^ 2 _  --L(^ x+»r3+5p
H 5^  \ \ p  (tVg-)(v-*-^-n) 01,1
_ 4  —
<© *0 *
■i r  ( \  ( * T X - V i Y  r :(-w ^ g . ? 5  ,t^LU. i v n x n - ^ - K v )  *'“V s
(^2.12.]
gO <30 °©   A -t()fX4-A^ +S^
ottdMd'S
(r+hKv+f---e)
, »= . t="5X
h*>A 1 1 )g- dCXdntd-i
i n  Periodic force.
In the first insta,nce we shall consider briefly the 
form of the solution when the applied force is periodic.
Assume that the force acts in the direction of the x-axis so th
A  =■ ^-£0>y)e  ^ T = o  (5301.)
where -X-f (x>y) is the amplitude of the force > is its period
and \  - has the dimensions of ?/ave-length. In order to 
satisfy convergence conditions in the evaluation of the 
subsequent integrals we shall replace A in the meantime by 
A =A + ia where a is positive for positive values of t .no
negative for negative values of t.
Substituting from (5*301) into equations of the 
form of (5*207) we obtain
-9 ^  (S-3ovl)
where we have made use of the result (VIII) and we have written
0» Co
*£ (Vj) “  ^  & ^^^dhLtfly (&ZOZ)
Substituting from (5*302) into (5*211a) we getA3
e _ j ^ M _ d 5
V-1- . ”*•
S +■*] —  £
_P*6 -*>
r r
4"n V 7A' I, L  ( ^ + f X v + y -  if)
where we-have applied the result (Vi). In a similar manner 
we obtain from (5*211b)
 eT1^ ^  a^ou,
“  *"7* .1 k ^ W X s - H - -«***)
Consider now the integral 
? p - V .  ~UQ£**At4d)
_l_i
iia___________ ^d-v, =  4*1 i,- i n
^ X r + f - x 1) 1 u  J
where
^ 4 - V -  X* ^
and
-TiO —
V   <*5*,
_r«o -T°&
Maiking the substitution p cos 0,  ^= ^sin 0, 
x = r cos 0, y = r sin 0 in (5*307) we have
/*> ,TTT
— L^<**e©s (<£-©)
1 I \ 6. CoS0 Gkf&ip
o Ta
06
=  SLTrcose \
no
—  T\Tx.
**-
.'here we have used some well known results relating to Bess
unc tions,(3qVb.K>4 ,(g)b^ S\
(5T3oA-cJ
B^o4-b)
(5306)
(s'Bot)
(5-^ 07)
(530?)
el
IF
Now if we denote lay I the integral
¥■+»?- X* (f zccj)
we see that
1* = - ^  <F*> o)
Changing to cylindrical polar co-ordinates in (5*309) gives
i * \ \ ‘ f -  r — .
o c
CO
r
f  - x-O
No?/ it can he shown, making use of a result in ( 39 ) that
i. =
where G- (z) is defined as in ( 8 ) hy expression#o
d,(?) = + •  T6(i) +■ '-m J»d)S»*
JQ(z) is the Bessel function of zero order of the first kind
and Y (z) is Neumann’s Bessel function of zero order of the oN 1
second kind. is the Euler constant.
Thus, using (5*311) (5*310) and (5*308) we have
r r l __, .i1L  ^~ ~ $3 {s^ ]
in which use has heen made of the recurrence formula for this 
type of Bessel function. We can now let oC tend to zero
so that A tends to A * Applying the faltung theorem (V)
for two-dimensional Courier transforms to (5*301+) using (5 
; (S).fr03.
tf Lj
q<o
gives
.** r fV KCr,Ukx^rHM-(»n,|l. eu^  f ( T \lX(lx-oQ H*d-pf) 1 ------ 1_____ 1/V_J\ PA, aWdldlA
Similarly we find from (5*30^ 'b) that
-  * * * ? & * « * % *
Prom these the components of stress and displacement may readily
he obtained.
If the applied force is concentrated., at t he origin 
and has amplitude' p so that
fd.tf) ='?«*') so*) fc3*)
we find on inserting (5*311+) in (5"313) and using the result 
(VI) that
(h= -PfcPt s X&.0>). i__7 , N
^  nruK'-x’- i * **J
and
^  S*X<^ (vti _JL)
Y tenw.’-v*1- L >* ^  Q53\s)
The expressions for j# and <\ygiven hy (3*3155 differ 
slightly from those obtained by Lamb (1 7 ). His solution omits 
the part due to I2 which however contributes nothing to the 
components of stress and displacement. Apart from this there 
is a difference of sign which does not constitute an essential 
difference,.
3*U Impulsive force.
We will now consider the effect of an impulsive fore; 
applied to the interior of an infinite two-dimensional elastic 
medium. We may represent such a force idealistically by the 
Dirac 6-function, and assume that it acts in the positive 
direction of the x-axis so that we have
X -  -k ?(t) , X  - o
C$:107’)
Substituting X and Y in formulae of the typeAgives
x - g j j j  \ , X - »
|_TO wJT*
_  I
( 5 ^  ^
where we have made use of a property of the 6-function and 
we have written
f  (*."?) =  ( (5- 403)
Now if we substitute these valuesjor X and Y in 
(saiO
equat10nsAwe obtain
<p =  . n  f  - J x & l _____
?lr5* i f f  C^XV+'f-KN’)
Now let us consider the integral •
t _ (r r
1 ~ \ \ \ (V+'vf)(V+*f-si
^->Sv\A0
If we put X = p cos 0, >V| = Sin 0, x = r cos ©,/Uhis
integral 1)60011163
,<\o sfLxr~up/lC0S (<»(?-•©)
f
The integration with respect to 0 may he performed 
immediately to give
«o
1= 5LTr<tos© ( T.(p>) dp I -~f- (5-40S)
CtXi-'
circular indentations at the poles ^ = i p .  We then have,
f *
making use of a well known theorem in i15),
where is the Bessel function of the first kind of order o.a.
We consider now the integration with respect to >>
The integrand has discontinuities at ^ = + j> so we will t
£ to he complex and integrate along the equivalent path
consisting of the real axis from - oO to + oO with semi-
_  +
&
r
—  UU/t
( & d < ~  (p I  5 dy . ITs'U^ PI ^ v JLf-u” p
(P denoting the principal value of the integral. Furthermore 
if we integrate the function-- ■ around a contour consistings r
of the real axis from - <?0 to +°0, with a semi-ciraular 
indentation at ^  an(^  a semi“circle with infinite radius
lying in the upper plane, and apply Cauchy*s theorem we find 
that
-LU/C __
( P \  S  5-Ot«A =1 p “u p
hence
(2.3\ b.5-7 .
I =  4 -TTcos© ^  (f 4 o4)
<?<?
. +,Finally making use of a further result in (39), we have
I - it
so that, if we apply the Faltung theorem for three dimensions
Fourier transforms to (5*4oU) we have
00*0
(x-«Ov+- Od-ft<t>
_«o _od 
00 W
ii*
(<T-A-o?)
In a similar manner we can show that
Air_ > - i x T i  <**as
^ ' t ^ s  i ] u (i-!ovita-(>r
V  X- i.
where '"r = •£-.
K
oO oo
-00 -
($Aoq)
I ) } al«ctp }>T+m*Wi
+• Cy-af
These expressions along with (5»20l) and (5*202) 
constitute a solution of the problem.
Le.t us consider now the case in which the impulsive 
force is a point force applied at the origin of co-ordinates.
That is*
f(x,y) = P S(x) 6 (y).
where P is the magnitude of the force, so that if we insert 
this value for f(oC,^ ) in equations (5*408) and (5.i+09) and usse
(3<0 bWoff
loo
the property of the 5-function ( VJ.) we have
ottuk*! */ ,____ ,r  v u. ( ^  _rarr*\  ^ < n:
and (tr.4io)
0 Jt* 4: a:
Now substituting from (5*410) into (5*201) and 
(5*202) we find that the functions giving the stress and 
displacement are discontinuous at^=T*, and r =% . The 
expressions obtained are
CTx +AL J I T C k-'Vx Ix -^' 
t t h*
o , > ^
- " i /a .
(f- A-12-)
0 > (5\4i5)
1X>1
It is readily seen from these expressions that the 
disturbance is propagated outwards from the centre with 
velocities c  ^arid c2 and that the wave-fronts are circles, 
centre the origin, with radii and c^t. At the wavefront 
the stress and displacement have infinite discontinuities.
This is of course a physical impossibility in a perfectly 
elastic medium and is probably due to the adoption of the 
idealistic Dirac S-function to represent a physical impulse.
An interesting fact emerges from the evaluation of the 
expressions for the displacement shown graphically in fig.(xiv). 
In the direction in which the force is applied the wave-front of 
the P-wave is an infinite discontinuity, but not so the wave- 
front of the \S>-wave, while in a direction perpendicular to this, 
the wave-front of the iS-wave is an infinite discontinuity but 
not the wave-front of the P-wave. In directions intermediate
loa
to these "both wave-fronts are infinite discontinuities. This 
fact may explain some of discrepancies existing in geophysical
and in the second the arrival of the P-wave would not he 
apparent.
5*5. Porce suddenly applied.
Another example which can he treated hy the same 
method as the previous one, and which can he reduced to a 
problem whose solution is known, thus providing a check on the 
method, is that of an applied force which can he represented 
hy the Heavieside unit function. Vfe again assume that the 
force acts in the direction of the x-axis so that
where to ensure convergence at t  = o o  it is necessary to take 
complex with a positive imaginary part, and we have written
problems, since in the first case the arrival of theS -wave
X - i - f t * . # )  > t : ^ 0  ; Y = o  
= o  > -t * °
Substitution io formulae of the type (5*207) yields
•O OO
v  !__  ( ( ^
OO oo
(s'. 503)
Substituting in the alternative form of (5-211) gives
-U -ob-VtTS
O vft 4-cO
*l-f (-Vf)e
JU ~*i° ■v* ^
G/t0(vjCCS
Denoting by I the integral
oo oq e£)+i'& — f^ex+Ajij+5't) 
J o  J * _ ^ + v ^ C^ + ' ^ ' ( H V l " i = ’
1 ( \  w i fc. ^ ' 7 ^ r  * * * * ! * *
4 4 4 '
and proceeding as in the previous example we get
& csa-H'tf .
I=-iiTCc0s© ^  (5-5-os)
Now the path of integration with respect to £ may be 
deformed into the real axis from-00 to-v°° with semi-circular
detours around the poles-© ,0 ,+ p*This gives
- L ^ t .  — iiA'X.  _ _
— ^ — ( p  \ —   g*u — (\-<?ospx)
e.uand if we integrate the function ^  around the same 
contour as in the previous section with the addition of 
a semi-circular indentation at <>- 0 we find that
%t>
so that
and
(p\ __ ____ ts - ^ - U  — C£>SPt:)
oo-t-cK
' 1
r° —
1  « -  m\o<,e> \ ± m £ 2 5 &  c*p
■Ja
How it is readily seen that
<o *  X
 ^T.CfrtQ-gosft) ^  = ^  3?(f>)s*Wcp
Changing the order of integration and using the result 
in*(39) we find that
X^-2-Tt4- f t k  V> T
s. soC
l ^  ,*/.a
so that using (5*506) and applying the Faltung theorem 
to (5*504a) we get
Q0 <
r f - { ( -£(<*, g)(x.-c0cfofc»«5
jX  6 - * ^ ( y f r
(f-scn)
^  /frnxK’
In a similar manner we get from (j>.504b)
ec 00II ^+04-py- (5607)
/prw
where •
If the applied force is concentrated at the origin 
of coordinates and is of magnitude P we have 
f(x,y) — Pb(x)6(y)
106'
and (5*507) reduce to
A*-
Il
(s.Sos)
* p  (  'C M  > k'Z-'Z 
ty- =-£— .) ~F-
^"/A\  a.^1 _ ) }  > ><•*'
A9-
and the expressions for the stress and displacement components 
are
*
o>crM=
TCk-^Tx. I A < x
\ \ >
(5*.5oc?)
<5r<£ =
O  y A
>4J _ 23iL_ J M - k V  1 •»*■ ^  'r'fc- £o-
-  r  -  * & * i < m ,‘- k - ^ * )
+  M '-4£i*{-e'>il' - ^ - ‘*>1')} <M ‘
1«4>
L P
l O - ^'°3 (. ^  41)} 3 ' t W n
Ah* V '/a
aiTMKM* \ ' > l > uyoM
- P'fr^ A 
~£t
•»<'!:
If we let T  tend to infinity in these expressions we find that 
(5*509) reduce to
OvKC =
ov.- ol =
P C k*-^x
TTkSj*
rx
Ty^
11 - j£l
\ l<‘ /»*-/ (S'.sio)
?y / » , k*-i ax*"\
 \ k* + T= )ITT*'
A-iryUK1-*’-
P6 (t )
P/JT/l
6*0 
6 = 45
e * 90*
Pig.(xiv)
i
displacement due to an impulsive force in the 
interior of an infinite two-dimensional elastic 
•medium.
which are in agreement with'the. expressions (2*33) obtained 
for the statical problem. The x-component of displacement 
is indeterminate in the limit, a characteristic revealed in 
the analysis of the statical problem
3*6 Pulse of pressure moving with uniform velocity.
As an example of the general formulae (5*212) we 
shall now consider the stresses set up in an infinite two-dimen­
sional elastic medium when a pulse of pressure moves 
uniformly along the line y = a. If we suppose that the 
applied force acts in the positive direction of the y-axis, 
then we may take
X  =  °  > Y  =  -p- S ( y - a )
it being assumed that the pulse has a shape ,f~~P(x)u 
and that it moves with uniform velocity v along the line 
y = a. With these assumptions we have
dx&'t \ « 8(a-d)flUj
where we have written Kj = g , and we have used the property 
(VII) of the Dirac S-function. By a trivial change of 
variable we find that (5 *61) reduces to
\o q
Y » ' 7 ^ a c  ' c*a.
_   e
v*jO. _
f
v/here we have written
XJ ’
?h) =  ( fC>-) e o*X (S^S)
J<6
and we have applied the result (VIII).
Substituting for X and Y in equation (5*212a) we
obtain
q- . q * ___ _ S-Ck^ -Q ( ( ( . S(^ + K,t) e
^  ^  t v V - r  ■ ^  5
\ \ ( j - < ) r + Y —  e**<*n (F-w
where we have applied result (VII). Now making use of the 
result
T  U . _  - l^ 'C H -a K v -K ,^
I - J f j g  o»M =  n e
1 0 - e ) r w  1
no
we find that on performing: the integration with, respec to that
cr *cr -  X-' f  ?/«
k "■-ato
Now the function17
e
n o
is the Fourier transform of the function
fJ=$%
Vl»' 0~K?')C^ -a)1'+* *•*
so that hy the Faltung theorem (ill) we have
Jo
S ub s t i t u tin( • f rom (5 * 62) into equations (5*212h)
and (5*212c) proceeding as before we find that
oo
a V kF  1 (>-K9(M-aV+(v^t-4
“ d
where we have written Ka.= ^ 1=KK\ • It is apparent that
these formulae hold only if k*<. I , that is,provided the 
velocity with which the pulse moves is less than the velocity 
of S.-waves. Most practical interest in a calculation of this
kind is however when and K2 are small, and in this case 
we can obtain approximate expressions for the stress components 
by expanding the integrands in powers of and neglecting
terms containing and higher powers. Equations (5*65) in 
their approximate form are
_r«o
ct-cr -  ( f x X / j - o y - (
+ C x -u t- - )*  r  ^ tfe)
_«A
4 ‘--Jj w *
Ill
00
n- _ l ( T b^X M - o f  + C*--.
" W
_ToO
when v = 0, so that = 0 the pulse is stationary and
(5*66) hecome
<£+<£. =  -  Oi-a) 1 t v S o o t tTC* j Cx^T-f-C^-ay
 °C>
00
re cr - ta~°* ( 1 *ta-gf- Cv-2.)(y.-Jf’ j f (d) o o^L (5-.4-J)
TTK5- \ t(x-*r+ c*s-arr
/p i (
^  “ "zirJF 1 U*-*f+ ty-ap }*
_ « t o
These are readily seen to he identical with the 
expressions obtained for the components of stress hy putting
X ' O  > Y = ^ d - V S C y - a )
in equations (2*212).
A special case of this solution which is of some 
interest is that of a point force acting in the negative 
direction of the y-axis whose point of application is moving 
along the line y = a with a uniform velocity v. In this case
f(x) = ~PS(x)
112.
where P denotes the magnitude of the force. Making this 
substitution in equations (5*65) we obtain on using (VI) the 
simple expressions
■ fc-ai -  -  i g S * j  (*«)
~  _ "J> , . c k-K?) k~k*i) T
where we have written
r 2 = (l - k 2 )(y - a)2 + (x - vt)2,
r 2 = (1 -kg )(y - a)2 + (x - vt)2.
If the velocity v is small we have on neglecting terms
of the order Jijjj' and higher powers
<&+<ra = { I -  ^ KiW4> + J (549)
Ox- %  = - I * Cos a<^  “ + J
- (x-i)eoswp-t-^ K,,' ( W - (i.xX-tyaot.Mp + cos4<£)
in which the angle 0 is defined by the equations 
x - vt = rQ cos 0 , y - a = ^Qsin #
Putting v = 0 yields the solution of the statical problem
of a point force in the interior of an infinite two-dimensional
elastic medium.
Using formulae (5*68) the maximum shearing stress 
was calculated at various points in the medium and the 
"isochromatics” shown in fig.(xv) where drawn. Comparing 
with fig.(i)a it is seen that the stress concentration is less 
localised and at any given point in the medium is greater when 
the force is moving than when it is static.
o'0.4-
feig*(xv)
Lines of constant maximum shearing stress due to 
a point force moving with uniform velocity in the 
interior of an infinite tvo-dimensional elastic medium, 
(v/ci = 0*4-) .
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VI. THE APPLICATION OF DYNAMICAL FORCES TO THE SURFACES
OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELASTIC SOLID*
6*1 Introduction.
The problem of forces which vary with time acting on 
the bounding surfaces of a semi-infinite two-dimensional 
isotropic elastic solid, is one which has been the subject of 
several researches, considered mainly from the point of view of 
its importance ingeophysics. The first of these was a 
classical contribution by Lamb ( iy ) in which he first of all 
considered the effect of a periodic force applied to the 
bounding surface, and then generalised his results to give the 
case of an impulsive force. The result which he obtained 
3-epended upon the evaluation of a particularly recondite type 
of integral which defied exact solution, and so adopting the 
device of integrating certain functions of a complex variable 
around various contours in the complex plane, he endeavoured to 
extract the impor tant'features of the solution even although 
he could not evaluate it exactly• Subsequently, various
attempts were made on this and similar types of problem, the 
most important being due to Lapwood ( ) who considered a
"jerkM applied near the surface of a semi-infinite medium; a 
jerk being a displacement which was represented by the 
Heavieside unit function. The integral expressions obtained 
were similar to those encountered by Lamb, and he applied a method 
first introduced by Sommerfeld in which he distorted the path 
of integration on a Riemann surface so as to concentrate the 
important contributions on certain sections of the plane.
, Thus despite the attention the problem has received
it has only been possible to discuss the results qualitatively, 
the formidable integrals involved, rendering quantitative 
analysis impossible*
One important feature of this type of problem which was 
discovered in the first instance by Rayleigh, is that, in 
addition to the P-waves and S-waves encountered in the previous 
section, a further type of wave may exist, which is essentially 
a surfacewave. These waves travel with a velocity different 
from both that of the p-wave and the S-wave and are referred to as 
Rayleigh waves.
The corresponding problem of an elastic solid bounded 
by two parallel planes, with dynamical forces applied to the 
bounding surfaces, is even more retractable as is apparent from 
a discussion by Lamb (?5) on the possible modes of vibration 
of such a solid.
Rot all forms of dynamical loading, however, lead to 
these recondite integrals and in the subsequent paragraphs of 
the section we shall consider a form of loading for which the 
problem can be solved exactly. We shall obtain in the first 
instance a formal solution of the equations of motion applicable 
to a semi-infinite two-dimensional elastic medium with general 
dynamical loading of the surface, from which a formal solution 
of Larab*s problem can be deduced; and then in some detail we 
shall consider the case of forces moving with' uniform velocity 
along the bounding surface. The problem of the elastic solid 
bounded by two parallel planes with this form of loading will 
also be considered briefly.
6*2. Solution of the equations of motion.
Consider an elastic solid "bounded "by plane surfaces, 
with forces which vary with time applied to the "bounding planes, 
assuming that there are no forces applied to the interior. We 
choose the y-axis parallel to the "bounding plane, and the 
x~axis in a direction perpendicular to this, so as to form a 
riglit—handed' set* The component of displacement in the 
direction perpendicular to the co-ordinate plane is assumed 
to "be zero, and the applied forces uniform throughout the 
tMckness of the solid so that the problem is a two-dimensional 
one of plane strain* The stress tensor is, therefore, 
uniquely determined by the components , and the
displacement vector by the components u and v» The equations 
of motion are then obtained from equation (1 *42) by putting 
X and Y equal to zero*
If as before we introduce the functions$(x,y,t), and 
<yT(x,.y,t) defined by equations (5*201). the components of 
stress are given in terms of ft and yf by equations (5*202), 
and it follows that the equations of motion are satisfied 
provided ft and *fTare solutions of the wave equations
where Cn and are defined by the relations C x
Replacing t by T  = Sqt and writing K  = ^i/cp we may write
these equations in the form
X<t> = %  > \XV -
To find solutions of these equations we introduce 
now the two-dimensional Fourier transforms, defined by
°® lO * y .
=^ 5f I ( <£(*>«,3 e *%*dqck'c.
-j?-~ . . W
•*V'('VjiS) -=^= C ^ V k(x)y,'t)e. ^  5
of the functions 0  a n d ^  . If we multiply both sides of 
equation (6«21) "by exp*i ( + $ x. ) and integrate over the
entire -plane, assuming that "both 0  a n d ^  and their partial 
derivatives with respect to y and T vanish at both limits of 
integration, we find that the functions 0  and must satisfy 
the equations
(<•.*. 3)
The solutions of these equations may be written down 
immediately as
- T - ,  .
= A e +-T$e
j i
- /  v a - l - W  _
* K M > s) = + O e
where A,B,C and D are arbitrary functions of 4j and %  which
must be chosen so as to satisfy the conditions prescribed at 
the boundaries. Alternatively the solutions may be written 
in the form
i .^*2-5)
the, latter form being more convenient for the problems 
considered in paragraph 6*8 et seq.
Transforming equations (5*202) in the same manner 
we find that the transformed components of stress are given in 
terms of 0 and by the equations
a, = (fc^ )
where \/t ~ ^ rans ’^orme  ^components of displacement 
are found in a, similar manner from equations (5*20l) These are
rfy-
o = - i K $ - d * t  ^
When the. arbitrary constants have been determined in 
accordance with the boundary conditions we can substitute
from (6.24) or (6*25) intwo equations (6*26) and (6*27) and 
using the inversion theorem (IV) for two-dimensional Fourier 
transforms we obtain the require! components of stress and 
displacement.
6*5 Free vibrations.
In the case of a semi-infinite solid the appropriate
solution of equations (6*21) may be taken as (6*24) with 
B == D = 0 since the stress and displacement must be finite as 
x tends to infinity. Hence we have
ITow the conditi on for free vibrations is that the normal and 
shearing stress on the boundary x = 0 should be zero. 
Substituting these conditions in the equations (6*52) and 
and eliminating A and C gives
The solution of this equation is discussed by Lamb ('7 ). It is 
found to have only one real root, and this corresponds to the
Substituting from (6*pl) into equations (6*26) gives
velocity of Rayleigh waves, which are thus a form of free 
vibration and may therefore he superimposed on any forced 
vibration without altering the conditions at the boundary.
In the same way using the form of solution (6*25) 
and equation can be set up to give the modes of free vibration 
of an elastic plate. The equation has been obtained, and 
its roots discussed by Lamb ( ft, ).
6*1}-. Semi-infinite medium with dynamical forces applied 
normal to the bounding surface.
We shall now obtain the formal solution applicable to 
a semi-infinite medium x - 0 when normal forces which vary with 
time are applied to the bounding surface x = 0, it being 
assumed that the shearing force is zero on this surface. If we 
denote the applied force by p(y,t) then the conditions at the 
boundary are
X = o
Transforming, these become
) x - O C(*- A - \)
where pfyfSJ is defined by the integral 
((.A3)
Furthermore we may take B = D = 0 since the stress must he 
finite when x tends to infinity so that when we substitute 
from (6*24) into (6*26) and use (6*1+1) we obtain two equations 
from which A and C can be determined, performing the sequence 
of operations we find that
A = —  F M
T>   K»1lS) !•»! (.<*1 —
V* f «»«*■)
where f( f ,?) is given by the equa.tion
f w w  =  (v- ***■)* - W ' V -
Substituting from (6*21+) into (6*26) using (6*1+3) 
and applying the inversion theorem (IV) for two dimensional 
Fourier transforms, we find that the components of stress are 
given by
r  r -/ _(* _ - u^y-K-c)
tr-a- - j £ j _ \  \ ( J .<
_?o -«> 
«o *
•L, ”0O
— /
v, x A  * 1C/v|-K57 e- J-e
>> - - a U w ^  V  - *  1“ **
+-Mt)
Again, using (6*2(4-), (6*27) and (6.6-3) we obtain the components
of the displacement vector as the following integrals
- I t 1 }e <*|*
..oo-0^
? r r/^  -(S-'s’i^ . ,l ,1 -Cn%!Ssl'fc -‘-(*W+fc)
*>• -  i s ( } * * i *
It may readily he verified that these expressions 
satisfy the equations of motion and give the prescribed 
stresses on the "boundary.
6*5 Periodic force
We shall consider "briefly now the form which the 
general solution takes when the applied force is periodic.
We may take
K«.-t) =  k<y)el'l'lt= K m) eL^
where ^  — X , h having the dimensions of wave length.ci
Substituting into equation (6*42) we obtain
F M  =  ( K m) e^cJUj (
_*> jV
v/here have made use of the result (Vlli) and we have written
Inserting this valuefoi* p (m ,$ ) into equations
we get
« *  - it ( \
nr \ -fGi.x)
■Aua
= (^)AeU ( -M*L§- (u‘-4tf)e dtA (t.^
«■« ^
where we have made the slight change of variable *| = Xu* so 
that now
-PM =(.*-**')’' -  f t
In the case of a force of magnitude P concentrated 
at the origin we have p(y) = PS(y) so that from (6*52)
K * )  and substituting in (6*53) gives
( -u ~(y  «■c ' xL m ^
°
where we have made use of the result (IX).
In a like manner we find the other expressions for the 
stress components to be
life
I* /
<*-<* -  _ V ^ \ \ ^ - k ) L ^ ) e .  - u ^ - V V - * n  ey ...
f M  
'6
x , x i\hr
r° * '1<L, X »c — {y-*?) Xv-
^  ( uLur!) C ^ - ^ j e _____ -_e______i s K X a ^
^  " \ m
By the same process we find the components of the
displacement vector to he
W L T- f  (u-i^
* r  I m
_  iXt f° / . v'lv. t .*
u. = 2 | _  \ li±nl. w * - w  m L £ _ _ } Cos(x9u)<*u.
o
uKT /°° c, i. , XV -(u -O^ Xk. t 'k v
^  ( j jU u -» y )e  -  ( u ~ t  Cu 'd  e  h .W x^dU *
_  uKl /
_  Pe I *
XTT^ . ^
At a point on the surface x = 0. the components of 
displacement become
_Tef! f -CH-lih't-fh s«* (^ o) du.
^  air^ A- } -f 0*)
and these are in agreement with the expressions obtained 
by Lamb ( \~f ).
6*6 Pulse of pressure moving uniformly along the 'boundary.
The dynamical problems so far attempted have all been 
based on the solution for a periodic force and consequently
(6*5). We shall now consider a type of dynamical problem in 
which this is not so, namely, that of determining the stress 
distribution in a semi-infinite two-dimensional elastic medium 
due to a pulse of pressure which moves with uniform velocity 
along the boundary* This problem is of some practical interest 
and some particular forms of loading will be discussed 
numerically*
pressure of shape ffp(y)u moves along the bounding surface 
x = 0 with uniform velocity v, V\fe then have
where we have made the change of variable y — K/t' Making
use of result (VIII) and writing
have contained the integrals of the type obtained in section
Let us assume in the first instance that a pulse of
p(y,t) = p(y - vt) = p(y ~ 
where v/cq> so that from (6«U2) we have
(Uioo\)
we obtain
Km.*) = M )  s  ( ^ w ? )  ($,.<«>%)
Substituting from (6*602) into (6*26) we get 
(j+rp K-' ( ( F(l)
Ux i! ^  ®VS.
a.i£ f e ± 4
where,in performing the integration with respect to 5 we have 
used result (VII). We have written K ^ - — '=.WK, and
=  C'-iO" -  0- ^
In a similar manner, the other expressions for the components 
of stress are found to be
- - 4 5 3  \
_ co
•/ d v  , W  , -o-wrtV -O-Kiltn-, j
^  = - L- ^ ^ ^ ) l e ~ e } e «*t
The components of the displacement vector are found in the same
way to be ^ !j
u  = W *  f ^ ' - ^ 7
\ *1. J
Now it can easily be shown that e.
/ *\'lv
is the Fourier transform ^  > while
is the Fourier transform of p(y) so that applying the Faltung 
theorem (ill) to equation (6*603a) we obtain
r
OD
o-v%  = { j y —  d& ^
" S O O t f )  \  r
_06
Similarly we obtain for the other components of stress and 
displacement
- t r  = -  *U»-xrfKc. ( h/A\ jCT —  rr —  _ 2-P-K ) % \ u J _ y ~ ^ A v~ ________ \-\<Z_______1 A
44 ^ o c ^ )  y  vlo-x^+Oi-*rt-pr t^rrP
_o6 
«o
| b(AM _____!_______  ' i f
<h =
<0
I
J<t>
It is readily seen that a value of v which makes 
9 « * 3  = 0  correspond to the velocity of Rayleigh waves and the 
expressions then become indeterminate, For small values of 
v approximate expressions for the components of stress and 
displacement can be obtained by expanding the integrands in 
powers of K* , and neglecting terms of the order K* and 
higher powers. These are found to be
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( 5 %*— (A-***— . j£/ gfrcVilx4
J T ^ r j j r l  %VCy -*vt-pT *  v(^+ ^  ^-p)T
S I + *£•/ AIk\\))l 
t 4- \ yP'A.(t,_.
Putting v = 0 in these expressions yields the 
results obtained in section 3*3 for the statical problem.
As a particular example of these formulae, let us 
consider the stress set up in a semi-infinite elastic medium 
due to a point force of magnitude P acting normal to the 
bounding surface and moving along it with uniform, velocity v# 
The expression for the pressure pulse is then
p(y - vt) = P5 (y - vt). 
so that using result (VT) we obtain from equations (6*6oU)
s O-Wfo-ixfl \-K? y -)
^ (x r .K i)  * <• \-K ,vd<*i> »  v -K ic c s '^  f  .
J  (t-C.05)
/r = _ 0-x>) t\-Ak3 gs'uAy, ^ '_____  _ •_t_____ n
"fi'yw ’.KO A •- »-«rcos’^  i-Kie«>sv^  j
where *t and 4^ are defined by the equations
x = r cosa t^ , y ~ vt = r sinV
The approximate expressions then become
C^+Oij —  [l 4- *£±)]
+ +- (t-wofe)
Most interest in the corresponding statical problem 
is centred on the lines of maximum shearing stress, or
’’isochromatics” which are the loci of constant «T. where 't, is
defined by the equation
(u-o
so to provide a comparison we have evaluated 't numerically 
for a; range of values of K, . An approximate relation can be 
obtained from equations and namely
Taking the case of A ^  or K% = 3, this becomes
'c = +-xec <. -  c~w)}
so that for small values of K, the isochromatics do not differ
illustrates this point and it was found that the approximate 
formula' was correct to within 2% for values of K, up to
nisochromatics” shown in fig.(xvii) were calculated from the 
exact formulae (6*605) for a value of Kt = 0*4-.
is moving the maximum shearing stress at any point in the 
medium is greater than in the corresponding statical problem 
and furthermore it increases as the speed with which the force 
moves increases. Thus structures designed on the basis of 
statical applied forces will have a greater tendency to rupture 
when the applied forces are moving.
rectangular pulse of pressure moving with uniform velocity 
along the boundary* In this case we have
Substituting from (6 •609) equations (6*604) and performing
the integrations, which are elementary, we obtain
much from the circles of the statical problem. I*ig.(xvi)
0*25> that is, up to about 4,000 ft/sec. on rock. The
It is clear from these calculations that when the for
Another example of some interest is that of a
p(y) = P/2a 
= 0
l7| L a 
\J[ > a
w ’
o -w:
0 - k 9 ' P
\ fawxV',
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M  A-TTa^ (K,>l\ 1 (l-KW^)Cv-K?to^W
where and a a^ are defined by the relations
w * *  =  , w ^ =
When X ~yw. and K* is small equations (6*610) may be 
replaced the approximate expressions
T ju ^ =  ^ ^ ^ j S l W ‘2 .A y sv‘ - ^ <2-AVV —  IV —
— (svv^ A,^  —
X)|U ~  ( CDS2. aV^ - Cos *2. \  * ’ ^
“ 45TO..
Using the approximate relations (6*611), the 
isochromatic lines shown in figfxviii)were calculated for a 
value of* = 0*2. The lines in fig. <xix) j, were obtained
from the exact formulae (6* 610) taking a value 0*U.for y<% .
6*7 Shearing stress prescribed on the boundary.
We now consider briefly the solution when a 
shearing force which may vary with time, is applied to the
boundary x = 0, it being assumed that the component normal 
to the boundary is zero. The conditions to be satisfied in 
this case are = 0, = - Q.(y,t)#
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I± we write
00 * liw+s*}
S , M  = «r\ \ ^ y'^e ****
it may "be shown, using equations (6*214.) and (6*26), that 
B = D = 0 and
. _ 5 t o  u>i
V 4 ^ v> )^
T3 =  ^,s)
•® 7*
Proceeding as in (6*6) we find that the components of stress 
and displacement are given by
( ( ^(to C -/ *■ Ji - - ^   ^  ^s- -fo%V)'k,- ■» - V V g ^ g i  e M  _  e J e
*^ d " SOT \ \
LL
. f T ( - - A  v-(«r5')*- / -v , - A - ^ ' kV^7 -‘W"■ - t i - i “=1‘ ] »  * , «
A-*0 (t-n)
In the case of a shearing force moving uniformly along 
the boundary x = 0, we have
g (y , t )  = i ( y  -  vt)
and proceeding as before we obtain
43
q- ,<r - OfrOKttHta* (
3 J (J-k?}*v+ (y-Art-p- (G12)
_«o
•o
n-_(T =_5^hl&it ( ___________ \~kx.z t ,
^  = i ^  ( H D i f + W ^ - p T  “  0- ^ K h I-^-^I
-•6
/
In particular if c (;;•) = 9.5 (y) these expressions become
<T±n- - G?s^*^
* tt FOj(KoKi) -fg-KfCcsV)
cr_nv =, _  atv-Hif8- Qs>*^ c 1-4*,'__________ i- 4*-? i
%  Ti'atKoXi) *■ t -  H a  e o ^ M *  J  g-|3)
i— _ (j-K?^ Qeos^ ? l-K,1'___________ 6- \ hXT n
LXJ4 “ 1^006) ^  1 I - K ^ svaV  l-Kiaa^J-
where x = r cosW? and y - vt = r sin 4> . The
approximate form of these expressions are
^ = - sa^ sss3^  V + i^C 1£ r  +'a^  ^  M
_ geos** _s gtj_eosaM> * W e e s  W ) |
Lx*--~ ir* i ^ \n-' j
The maximum shearing stress to the same degree of 
approximation is given by the expression
so that when A -yLA this becomes
T  ~ I1 * )} (fc.7t)
Calculations using (6*76) shows that for small 
values of k, the isochromatics do not differ appreciably from 
the circles shown in fig.(iv) for the corresponding statical 
problem.
The results contained in 6*6 and 6*7 can be 
combined to give the solution to the problem in which a 
force which can be resolved into a normal stress and shearing 
stress moves with uniform velocity along the boundary x = 0.
For the particular case of a point force F inclined at angle a 
to the x - axis moving along the boundary x = 0 with uniform 
velocity v we may put P = F cos a, Q = F sin a and superimpose 
equations (6*605) (6*73)• The approximate expression for
the maximum shearing stress is given by
t ^  w t  0 ~  +.
and when K1 = 3 this becomes
T  = I CCS2 ^)
Again we see that for small values of K, the 
"isochromatics1 do not differ much in- shape from the circles 
of fig.(v) but that the maximum shearing stress at any point 
is increased.
d£ig. (xvi) .
Lines of 'cons tant maximum shearing stress in a 
semi-infinite two-dimensional elastic medium due 
to a point force acting normal to and moving with 
uniform velocity along the boundary.(v/c^ = 0*2).
v/c,= 0 .4
$ig.(xvii).
tines of constant maximum shearing stress in 
a semi-infinite two-dimensional elastic medium 
due'to a point force acting normal to and moving 
with uniform velocity along the boundary.
(v/c1 = 0*4).
13^
Pa
Y'
P/2 a
 '0 . 4— —^
Fig.(xviii) .
tines of constant maximum shearing stress due to 
a rectangular pulse of pressure moving with uniform 
velocity along the boundary. (y/oi = o*2).
0 ,vt)
P/2a
Fig.(xix).
-Lines of "constant' maximum shearing stress due to 
a rectangular pulse of pressure moving with 
uniform velocity along the boundary.(v/c = 0*4).
6*8 Infinite strip of finite thickness with dynamical forces 
applied to the “bounding surfaces.
Consider now an elastic "body bounded by two parallel 
planes in a state of stress due to the application to the 
bounding planes, of normal forces which may vary with time.
As in the previous- paragraphs of this section we shall assume 
that there are no body forces present. If the y-axis is
taken to lie in the medial plane, and the x-axis perpendicular 
to it so as to form a right-handed set the bounding planes 
may be taken as x = +d, where 2d is the thickness of the solid. 
The applied forces are assumed to be uniform in the direction 
perpendicular to the xy-plane, so that the components of the 
displacement vector in this direction is zero and the 
problem is one of plane strain.
We shall confine our attention to problems in which
the applied forces are symmetrical with, respect to the medial
plane, and are in a direction normal to this plane so that 
the shearing stress vanishes everywhere on the boundaries, If
we denote the applied force by p(y,t), then the conditions at 
the bounding planes are . j
0i= -p(y,t), 1^=0, X = +a (fc.fi)
"Wei ting
F M ' w f  j I (t.<?a) .
JoO -O
and using (6*25), (6*26), and (6*81) we can readily show
that in this case, B* = C* = 0  and
A1 -- _  (V- feiviU On - kV ^ ql
where Jftor compactness we have written
Using the values for A*, Bf, Cf, and D* given by 
equations (6*83) and substituting in (6*25), (6*26) and (6 *27) 
and inverting according to Fourier’s inversion formula (IV) for 
two-dimensional Fourier transforms, we obtain the following 
expressions for the components of stress and displacement, 
consistent with the prescribed boundary conditions
a»+0*j=  ^^  SIV'U^  ~ kWs* C m <=■ ^ ^ 01^ 0(5
-3oS» 
«o •*»
~0 6 - 4 0  ,1 tL -
CdsU(^ 's^  m  e 0Ui'A$- 
f  -*? Cf- s’) ^ W"-  i KV) \.s>^  C f - ,°L's wWC f s’-h
CO CD
u =  _  j _  I  f  6'v>u (g -K V &  ( g - s i i
-06" ,j ,/ ~ t)
+- /vfsvv\W-^'g* swxW(/W|X-kV) e
06   .
o =. 11 C f-^ 1)s"^  (g-*vr«*. c®su(/v|
JTa6-~
—  (g-s2)'^ * eo-sU^ g-K^ s^ j  e ogofe
6*9. Pulses of pressure moving uniformly along the boundaries
We shall now consider the particular case of pulses 
of pressure applied to the bounding surfaces and moving along 
them with uniform velocity v» If the pulses have shape 
p(y), then we have
p(y,t) = p(y - vt) = p(y -Kxt) 
where = v/e. Inserting this expression in formula (6*82) 
and performing the integration with respect to T  making use of 
(VIII) gives
where we have written
K*0 - ( k x ) ^
If we then substitute from (6*91) into equations (6*8i|) 
and perform the integration with respect to %  , making use 
of (VII) we obtain
=  i f M — s\v>V*(i_K^^.e«sU O-KiU'fejxe t*1^ 4
_ CO
If further we assume that p(y) is an even function, and make 
the slight change of variable *jd = u, this equation becomes
rr . rr ^ S\\Av U^CosU vAv]h CoS U.( c<M
1 1 
where we have, written ut =(l - k?*)2u , ua =(l - kJ’)^ u,
and'
C o s k u , s i u W u * ^ swaVvix,
Similarly the following expressions for the other 
components of the stress vector may he obtained
0V~O?i= — ~ \ uv<3©*Uuv* - (i-flEkJX)-W) ^ uVvu^cosUur^
° X C « u ( ^ ) . d U A
~ ^   ^5vwVvu^ s\v*U ut. — 5\v\Uu, stv*l\ u*x ^ s\v\ • c*u,
M*).
The corresponding conrponents of the displacement vector
are found to be
co
U —  _ O-KiV 1 ^^.^-■iLV<i)s»xUu4S)v\WiA^ -v-«iv\Vvu^ s\uVvu^ e^o%u(H3^ J) . 
/* \ ^
= a  \ ^ ~ 0 ~\ ( \ ~ S W kU U g .tfO S U U ,-^  —  ( \ - V f V A  j  C © ^ U ^ c t * ^  S ' VAU^ :^ )
M * )
It may readily be shown by expanding the integrands in 
powers K?* and letting K« to zero that these results reduce to 
the solution of the statical problem obtained in 3*7.
Nov/ it will "be observed that the component of the 
displacement vector in the direction of the x-axis is zero 
everywhere on the medial plane x = 0, so that this solution 
also corresponds to an elastic strip of thickness d lying 
on a rigid plane co-incident with the plane x = 0, with a 
pulse of pressure p(y) moving with velocity v along the 
surface x = d, The pressure of the elastic pla&e on the 
rigid plane is of some practical interest and is given by 
the - expression
ao_
( “TO*. \ 1 f 'staUufT <^>s - <*U.
I t M  °
( )
In particular if the loading is a point force of
magnitude P, then p(y) = P6(y), and p(^) = P, so that
equation (6*9^ -) reduces to
/(T.\ - ' i  { du^ x)-x=o Try. J J
This integral may be evaluated by one of the
methods discussed in section 3*8. Pilon!s method was
used and the pressure is shown graphically in fig»(xx)
Comparing fig.(vi) and fig.(xx) we see that when the foree 
is moving the pressure is greater immediately below the 
point of application of the force but falls off more rppidly
on either side. A rough check on the calculations is provided 
by the fact that the area under the curve is the same in 
both cases. This problem has some hearing on the design 
of aircraft runways and the result of-these calculations 
suggest that the effect of moving loads should he considered 
more carefully.
/
f+5H
^7777777777:
i±t
y/d:
Fig.(xx)
Pressure of an elastic strip on a rigid plane 
due to a point force moving along the upper 
surface with uniform velocity.
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V I I .  THE APPLICATION OF STATICAL FORCES TO THE BOUNDING
SURFACES OF CIRCULARLY CYLINDRICAL ELASTIC SOLIDS.
7*1 Introduction.
Problems in which forces are applied to the hounding
surfaces of circularly .cylindrical elastic solids are of
considerable importance in engineering work and consequently
many specific problems of this type have been discussed in some
detail. Filon (3 ) obtained the solution for a cylinder
of finite length in the form of a Fourier series and Rankin
cuvA &oq&
io) and TranterN(5S ) gave the solutions to problems 
involving an infinite cylinder with certain types of loading 
in the form of infinite integrals. Tranter (24? ) also 
discussed a problem considered previously by Westergaard 
(A o ) in which pressure was applied to the surfaces of a 
cylindrical hole.
In this section we shall obtain using Fourier 
transforms, formal solutions to problems of this type with 
general forms of load applied to the surfaces. The
components of stress and displacement are given in the form 
of infinite integrals which could he evaluated hy the methods 
discussed in section 3*8
7*2 Solution of the e quations of equilibrium
Consider an elastic -solid of revolution and denote 
the position of a point in the hody hy the cylindrical polar 
co-ordinates (r, 0, z), where the z-axis is the axis of 
symmetry and z = 0 is the central cross-sectional plane.
If the solid is in a state of stress due to statical forces 
acting symmetrically with respect to the axis, so that the 
deformation is symmetrical, then the components of the stress 
tensor at every point in the interior of the hody must satisfy 
the equations of equilibrium
We shall assume that the normal components of stress 
can he derived from a single function X(r,z) according to the 
equations
<5 = h. =  %■ *
(.TO-*)
where 0“ denotes Poisson*s ratio and
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Substituting in the first of the equations (i-st) we find that
and when these expressions are substituted into the second of 
equations (i.5k) we find that X must satisfy the biharmonic 
equation
V,4X tl'23)
From the stress-strain relations it may readily be shown that 
the components of the displacement vector are given in terms 
of X  "by means of the equations
TT = - l t £  !$X-
e (n.*4)
In order to obtain a solution of (7*23) the 
appropriate form we introduce the Fourier transform of the 
function X (r,z) defined by
.) £ ^
and we shall assume that the elastic solid extends 
indefinitely in both directions of the z-axis. Multiplying 
equation (7 *23) by exp.i^z and integrating from -oo to +Cbo 
assuming that %  and its derivatives vanish at both limits 
of integration we find that X  (r,<3) raust satisfy the ordinary 
differential equation
The general solution of equation (7*26) is
%(>,■*) = A Utf +'Br I,C0 +  ^Ko(.f) bar)
where we have written p = ^ r. and In( ^  ), and Kn(p ) are the 
modified Bessel functions of order n of the first and second 
kind respectively, A,B,C and D are arbitrary functions 
of<T and are independent of r. Multiplying equations (7«2l)
and (7*22) by exp, is z and integrating with respect to z, 
making the same assumptions as before, we obtain the transformed 
components of stress as
qr. - — ■S1'}X a t»* +e>
vthere
^ _
In a similar manner the transformed components of the 
displacement vector are found to be
T 7 - i £ F . * s s ! i  . ,B <*r
T3 = {{x-vr) V sl+- } %
The conditions existing at the bounding surfaces may 
now be used to determine the functions A,B,C and D and henc& 
from (7*28) and. (7*29) we obtain the transformed components of 
stress appropriate to the problem. Inverting according to 
Fourier*s inversion theorem (II)
CO
%(-»,*■) =(£jFyki e
gives the components of the stress tensor. In a similar 
manner the components of the displacement vector may be 
obtained.
7*3. Infinite elastic gylinder with normal loading of the 
surface.
We shall consider in the first instance an elastic 
cylinder of radius a extending indefinitely in both 
directions of OZ, having normal forces applied symmetrically 
to the curved surface. If we denote the applied force by 
p(z) then the conditions existing at the boundary are given by
Transforming, we obtain
aj=-|p(s) > % tT °  > * =<x (.7. at)
where p( ) is defined by the e quation
F (.0 = T (731)
_<6
Now the required solution must give finite stresses 
along the axis r =0, so that in equation (7*27) we must take 
C = D = 0, since Ko(p) and KqCp) both become infinite when
P = 0.
If we substitute now from equation (7*27) into
equations (7*28) and use (7-31) we obtain two equations from 
which to determine A and B„ Solving these equations we find 
that
Substituting these values into equations (7*28) and (7*29) and 
inverting according to (XI) we find the following integral 
expressions for the components of the stress tensor and 
displacement vector Y/here for convenience of notation we have 
replaced ck by u so that P = (r/a)ot,
(.7-55)
where ck = as and
15-4-
OO
_ » o 6
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CO - - ,
\*cr v . ,  »
_»b
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In a recent paper (3$ ) Tranter*considered the 
particular loading conditions
= -1, ^  = 0, 0 4s r A oo
= 0, =0, ~ oo ^  r < 0
so that making the assumption that £ is complex with a positive 
imaginary part and using fa-jin (ill) of the inversion theorem we 
obtain
~  —  (?.TT'yK<;
which when substituted in (7*34) gives expressions which are in 
agreement with (38)
As an example of these general formulae let us 
consider the case of uniform pressure P/2b applied over the part 
of the bounding surface contained between the planes r = b, and 
r = -b. The boundary conditions then become
> - H u b
0   ^ —  O  , -0O^.z ; b ^ z ^ o o
so that
_  p  fb
-b
■=s ^
VA.
Inserting this value in equations (7*34) and using ■ 
the results (IX) and (X) we find that the components of stress 
and displacement are given by
__
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If the applied pressure is concentrated round the 
circumference of the circle r = a, z = 0, then
and the expressions for the components of stress and 
displacement may readily he deduced from (7*35)
7*k. Infinite elastic cylinder with shearing forces applied to 
the boundary.
We now obtain expressions for the components of the 
stress tensor and the displacement vector in an infinite 
elastic cylinder due to shearing forces applied to the bounding 
surface. In this case the conditions at the boundary are
expressed by the equations
< 5 = 0  > T >7. =  ^ (z) , *=a.
so that the transformed components of stress become
$  *  °  » % .  -  W  , C-7 A4)
where ql(^ ) is defined by the integral
c©
Proceeding as in the previous case it is found that 
the arbitrary functions A and B consistent with (7*l|l) are 
given by the expressions
=  jfig I 0-*^
T O  ---- T555—
where ck = and
1> (*) =  i  <*'+• a (i- <r)}  3 f ( j0  -  « **!» '(*)
These lead to the following expressions for the components of
stress and displacement
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where u)3i = denotes the functions
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As an example of* these general formulae let us 
consider a shear force of intensity S/2c acting on the 
part of the hounding surface contained between the planes 
z = b — e, and z = ~b + c and a similar force of equal 
intensity hut in the opposite direction acting on the 
part contained between z = -b - c, and z = -b + c, that is
q(z) = -S/2c, - b - c ^ z ^ - b  + c
= S/2c, b - c ^ z ^ b - h c
so that
-'b-c b-c.
—  /*-\k i>>S^ w\Stus\VA
- W )
Inserting this value in equations (7-44-) and using 
the results (IX) and (x) the expressions for the components 
of stress and displacement become
«o
qj =  £ w S , > A a^c.
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Filon ( 3  ) has considered the problem of an 
elastic cylinder of finite length with this type of loading 
which as he points out is of considerable importance due to 
the fact that in a standard tension test using cylindrical 
bars, the tension is applied by means of pressure applied 
to collars projecting from the cylinder so that the forces 
applied to the surface of the test piece are in fact shearing 
forces applied in the manner described above * Since the part 
of the speciman of most interest is confined between the 
collars there should be no serious error incurred in the 
assumption that the ends are some distance from the collars. 
Since Filon*s solution is in the form of an infinite series and 
is consequently not amenable to numerical calculation it may 
be that the above solution has some advantages.
7»5* Infinitely long cylindrical cavity in an elastic solid 
of infinite extent with normal forces applied to the 
surface of the cavity.
We shall consider now the general solution to the 
problem of elastic medium of infinite extent with forces ax^plied
normally to the surface of a circularly cylindrical cavity 
in the medium.
We take the axis of symmetry to he the z-axis and 
employ cylindrical polar co-ordinates as before so that a 
suitable solution of the transformed biharmonic equation 
(7«26) must be obtained. The general solution was given 
previously by (7.27) and since the required solution must give 
finite stresses at infinity we take A = B = 0, The conditions 
at the surface of the cavity may then be used 'to determine the 
arbitrary functions C and D. Let us denote the normal force 
applied to the bounding surface r = a by p(z) so that we have
o; > /t» -° >
then l)
where p('S) is defined by the integral (7*23). Using equations 
(7*28) along with (7*27) and (7*51) we find that C and D are 
given by
?(5)
C  i"? 
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_  tfe) 
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where
Proceeding as in the previous examples we obtain the 
following integral expressions for the components of stress
and displacement in the elastic medium
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Tirhere ®l(u), i = 1 .... 6 denotes the following functions
“  ^'KiWKoCi'*) " ^ £ d u)K.,(.o:u) _ au'Kc,C^)K.C:5u-)
+liG-a) -t- K,(u) K(VI
co(^.<8 >,.(u)=. uK.(y)K,Ci“)
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u(w.).<®8(u^  =  ^  Kt<4 K o  ~-|j K.,(u.)TC,
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The case of shearing forces applied to the bounding 
surface may be obtained in exactly the same way.
7»6 Infinitely long cylindrical tube with normal loading of 
the curved surfaces.
Finally in this section we shall consider the case 
of an infinitely long elastic tube of circular cross-section in 
a state of stress due to symmetrical loading of the curved 
surfaces. The axis of is assumed to the co-incident
with the axis of the tube so that the problem is one of 
symmetrical deformation. Proceeding as before we see that 
it is necessary in this case to determine the four arbitrary 
functions A,B,C and D in the solution (7 .27)of the transformed 
biharmonic equation (7 *26) from the conditions prescribed on the 
two bounding surfaces of the tube. Let us denote the normal
l(.v
force applied to the hounding surface r = a by p(z)* and 
assume that the other hounding surface r = h is free from 
stress then the conditions to he satisfied are
%  = -p(z) , % z= O f  r = a
= 0 = 0 ? r = h
Writing
the transformed components of stress at the boundaries become 
Gj. — "“pl^) j ~ 0 , r = a
CMi)= 0 ' = 0 , r = h
Using these equations along with (7*28) and (7*27) we obtain 
four equations which maw be solved to give the following 
expres:ion for A> B> C» and D
+fi1> (f)K,(f) Io(?)Ko(A}l H-tflK, w
+^M+ p*}Ki w 
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If now we substitute thea values for A,BtC,and D 
in equations (7*28) and then obtain the transformed components 
of streaa and displacement we obtain on inverting
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The factors dependent only on the thickness of the tube 
being defined by the expressions
©  (fcvi =  + §u»] i , ( »  Yu m  + § *  W  K^&u)
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It is readily shown that when b tends to aero these 
expressions reduce to (7.34) while if b tends to infinity 
we obtain the results (7*53).
The solution for a tube with normal loading on both 
bounding surfaces may readily be deduced from (7*63),
Numerical evaluation of the results obtained in this 
part has not yet been attempted but it is hoped that a 
computing device such as that referred to in(3.8)will 
reduce the labour involved in the use of quadrature formulae.
PART VIII,
TIE APPLICATION OF BYNAMICAL FORCES TO THE 
BOUNDING- SURFACES OF CIRCULARLY CYLINDRICAL
ELASTIC SOLIDS,
VIII, THE APPLICATION OP DYNAMICAL FORCES TO THE
BOUNDING SURFACES OF CIRCULARLY CYLINDRICAL ELASTIC 
SOLIDS,
8*1 Introduction,
The various modes of vibration of an infinitely long 
cylindrical tube of circular cross-section is discussed by 
Love (2.1 ) but problems in which forces which vary with time 
are applied to the bounding surface do not seem to have been 
considered to any great extent. It is clear however that the 
methods developed in the previous parts of this thesis can be 
used to give formal solutions of the problems. In general the 
components of stress and displacement are given as double 
integrals which are impossibly difficult to evaluate, but in the 
particular case in which the forces are moving with uniform 
velocity these integrals reduce to single integrals which can 
be evaluated by numerical methods.
This type of problem has many interesting applications 
particularly in armaments research but a complete treatment 
would involve a considerable amount of numerical computation
which it was impractical to undertake at this stage* so we 
shall conclude by giving the analysis for a few special 
problems to illustrate the method.
Problems in which the forces are moving along the 
bounding surface of an infinitely long circular cylindrical 
cavity, or along the surfaces of a cylindrical tube of 
circular cro§s-section may also be solved by this method,
8*2 Solution of the equations of motion.
We shall consider now the solution of the equations of 
motion applicable to an elastic solid of revolution when 
forces which may vary with time are applied to the bounding 
surfaces. If we describe the position of a point on the e 
elastic medium by means of the cylindrical polar co-ordinates 
(r, 0, a), taking OZ to be the axis of symmetry, and assume 
that the applied forces are also symmetrical so that the 
problem is one of symmetrical deformation, then the components 
of stress tensor at any point within the body must satisfy the 
equations of motion (1«55) and the components of the displace­
ment vector at any point are related to the components of stress 
by means of the equations (1*54)« We shall assume that there 
are no body forces present.
We introduce two functions 0 ( r ,  z, t), and 
G(r, z, t) defined by the equations
173
■^z. 'V* ^
Substituting from equations (8*21) into equations (1«54) we 
find the components of stress expressed in terras of 0  and 
G, to he
<& =  X^V> *  /§z* * safe*
(^2.2)
u*z.
If now we substitute from (8*22) into equations of motion 
(1*55) we find that 0  and G must satisfy the two partial 
differential equations
(M-jy*)y*0--p'££- o
C.?a3)
Writing ^ — e T ,  M -  Kz= ^  , and "T = c-,t these
f f £?•
equations become
±74-
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We assume now that the elastic ‘body extends 
indefinitely in "both directions of the z-axis, and introduce the 
two-dimensional Fourier transforms /Zf(r,/vj,5 )* G(r, the
functions j# and G- to obtain solutions of equations (8• 21+) • The 
transforms in this case are defined by means of the equations
_«a —
oft oo
4*
Multiply equations (8*23) by exp.i + %x.) and 
integrate over the entire zt-plane and these equations reduce t© 
the ordinary differential equations
c*3> - o
<*>* dJ- 1
ft-ifc)
+- * < 0  -  ^ 1 4  &  = °
which are readily seen to be forms of Bessel^s equationB 
The solutions of (8*26) may be written down immediately as
3>C».V) = kkfi) T 0(dL>) +'B(^VKc(-»)
S  (■>,*],$) - c(*i,s) - £ , ( $ * ) +-
where , and are the modified Bessel functions of order n, 
of the first and second kind respectively, and ( ~ ^ a n d
( k t ) ^  being denoted by d  and p . A, B, C, and D are 
arbitrary functions of and * Transforming equations 
(8*22) we find that the transformed components of stress are 
given by
$  =  A V >  *
where v T  =  +• ^  •
Similarly from equations (8«2l) we obtain the transformed 
components of the displacement vector
U  =  +- UVfCr , 13 —  +
As in the previous examples considered the functions 
A, B, C, and D may be determined from the conditions prescribed 
on the boundaries of the elastic medium* The inversion theorem 
may then be used to give the components of stress and displacement 
appropriate to the problem.
8*3 Infinite circular cylinder with dynamical forces applied 
normal to the curved surface.
cylinder of circular cross-section in a state of stress due to 
forces, which may vary with time, applied to the hounding surface 
r = a. If we denote the applied force by p(z,t) the conditions 
at the boundary are
Now on the axis r = 0 the stresses must be finite so 
that the required solution must not contain the functions 
KQ, or K^, both of which tend to infinity as the value of the 
argument tends to zero. Thus we have two arbitrary functions 
A and C to determine from equations (8*28). Substituting for 
f i and G from (8*27) into (8*28) and using (8*34) we obtain two 
equations which on solving give the following expressions for 
A and C
We shall now consider an infinitely long elastic
(9-ai)
Writing
(s-isa)
these conditions become when transformed
where
= ( V - s ( H
Now if we insert these values of A, B, C, and D in the 
expressions for the transformed components of stress we obtain 
the following double integrals which are the formal solution 
of this problem
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In a similar manner we find the components of displacement to 
he
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8*I|. Pulse of pressure moving uniformly along the boundary.
The integrals in the general solution can he 
considerably simplified if the applied force is a pulse of 
pressure moving with uniform velocity along the surface of the 
cylinder. If the pulse is moving with velocity v then we may  ^
take the applied force to he represented by p(z - vt) so that
a 5r f  ( J W - K r i  & 41)
where = v/ci* Now we Put z “ = 131» use result
(Vlll)we get
=  R'1)) S(5+K,»l) (?A4)
where p( <V| ) is defined by the expression
17<?
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Inserting this value in the first of equations 
(8*36) we get
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Using the result (vil), Putting*ja = u this becomes
PQS)^,W (*M3
where now
ACuVS.M =
+  0 - ^  i.
and
A(yi~ ^ (jhKo) U
1 1 
and u2 denote the expressions (1 -v<^)^u, and (1 - v<^ )5u
respectively. In the same way it may he shown that the other
\ ‘ : 
components of the stress tensor are given by the integrals
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Similarly it may he shown that the components of displacement 
become
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As an example of a particular distribution of pressure 
applied to the curved surface, let us consider the rectangular
pulse moving uniformly along it with velocity v. We have then
p(z,t) = P/2-b , | z - v t | 4 b
=0 f \z - vtl > b
so that
=  T?.
I*
—b
where we have putija = u
Substituting for p({£) in equations (8*1j4) and using the 
results IX and X, we find that the components of stress are given 
by the integrals
0; =  -  ^ 5-. I $ ( .< 4 Obs(%=4^)u • <*£
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To avoid the difficulty of dealing with a divergent integrand 
in the expression for w we shall consider instead the 
component of strain in the direction of the z-axis which is 
given by 8w
aO
U =  ~ j  *£r(u)
^  =  ~ 2^Ub a u  ^  «*u -
The corresponding expressions for a point force uniformly 
distributed over the circle r = a, z = vt may readily be
le\*VnA3
deduced from these by^b tend to zero*
If the ^ a r e  expanded in terms of and then v, and 
are put equal zero we obtain the expressions (7*35) for 
the components of the stress and displacement in the 
corresponding statical problem*
A further example which is of some interest and 
which must be treated in a somewhat different way is that of a 
single discontinuity of pressure moving uniformly along the 
surved surface. In this case the applied pressure takes the 
form
p(z,t) = p vt z <  oo
® - °o ^  z < vt
so that
lo3
in order that p( ) will have a definite value as m tends 
to infinity it is necessary to assume that 'Vj is complex and 
has a positive imaginary part. We then obtain
where u is also complex* We are dealing now with the 
generalised Fourier integral so that the inversion theorem to
1C — oft
How the integrand has a simple pole at u = 0 so that 
the path of integration may be deformed into the real axis 
from -oOto +«Owith a semi-circular indentation at the origin. 
The value of the integrals round the indentations may be found
by malting use of a well known theorem (2.3 ) in complex variable 
theory and the integrals along the negative and positive parts 
of the real axis may be combined making use of the results 
(iX^  and(x) so that the components of the stress tensor are given
($•<$
be used is (n). With this_modification the expression for the
radial stress becomes
J Lc-oo
which on substituting from (8*^8) gives
%  =  ~y> -  \ (r=^)u '
’o
o
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In a similar manner we find the displacement given
«0
QuJ - fr 1-4^_________  g
7^. 4/A < ( } - > ? ) <  ®
where the *?■ are as defined in ,
The solution to the statical problem is readily
2
obtained by expanding the above expressions as powers of K.-^
and then letting v tend to zero. Proceeding in this way 
we obtain agreement with the solution given by Tranter to 
the statical problem*
involving circular symmetry do not appear to be capable of 
exact evaluation but resort may always be made to one of the 
numerical methods discussed in 3*8. It is hoped however that 
a mechanical of electrical device might prove satisfactory 
for this purpose and in particular that referred to in (3*8) 
seems to have distinct possibilities.
The integrals which have been obtained in the prollems
1S5*
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